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Soil and Land Conservation Council 
This review was undertaken by officers involved in the management of the scheme, namely 
Greg Hamilton, Kathy Hawkins, Greg Mlodawski of the Department of Agriculture, and 
Ken Wallace of the Department of Conservation and Land Management. Council 
acknowledges their efforts in producing a comprehensive report for its consideration. 
I have much pleasure in submitting Council's report to Government on the review of the first 
three years of the operation of the Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme. 
I commend the Report to Government. Further, I urge Government to continue its 
commitment to this important area of conservation by making provision for the Scheme to 
continue for the Decade of Landcare, complemented by the Recommendations of the Report 
of the Remnant Vegetation Steering Committee. Together these reports form the basis of a 
potentially very successful and highly desirable State strategy for the protection of remnant 
vegetation. 
When Government introduced the RVPS it did so for an initial period of three years, where 
after the Scheme's achievements, operations and future were to be reviewed. 
The Soil and Land Conservation Council of Western Australia comprises representatives of 
farmers, farmers' and pastoralists' organisations, country shires, conservation organisations and 
government agencies dealing with agriculture, conservation, water and the environment. Its 
purpose is to advise the Minister for Agriculture and the Commissioner of Soil Conservation 
on matters relating to the conservation of the soil and land resources of the State, in 
accordance with the requirements of the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (amended). 
The scope of Council's interests and responsibilities include matters relating to the clearing 
and protection of native vegetation, particularly as this resource affects the productive 
capacity of the State's soil and land resources. 
Since the introduction of the Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme (RVPS) early in 1989, 
Council has reviewed guidelines and made funding recommendations on areas nominated for 
Scheme assistance. Over this period, Council's awareness of the issues related to the 
conservation of remnant vegetation has increased, as has its ability to make authorative 
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(vi) Efforts should be made to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the collection of 
base-line vegetation data for monitoring purposes. 
(vii) The 30 year agreement to reserve RVPS protected remnants should remain. 
(iii) The land user community should be encouraged to increase the effective size of remnant 
vegetation areas by integrating these into projects for strategic revegetation ( e.g. in the 
development and implementation of catchment management plans). 
(iv) Improvements to the operation of the RVPS should be made in respect of its Publicity 
and Promotion. These should involve closer co-operation with LCDCs to enhance its 
local promotion amongst land owners. 
(v) Land user remnant vegetation monitoring records should be actively promoted and be 
assessed in the context of the annual Soil and Land Conservation Council review of the 
scheme. 
Recommendations 
(i) The RVPS should continue with annual reviews by the Soil and Land Conservation 
Council that ensure an increasingly effective integration with the Remnant Vegetation 
Steering Committee Report recommendations and the Federal Government's Save the 
Bush and One Billion Trees Programs. 
(ii) The future promotion and management of the Scheme should aim to attract and protect 
larger areas of remnant vegetation, as well as vegetation in areas identified as warranting 
priority action for conservation. 
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During 1988, the renewal of the woodchip export licence for Western Australia Chip and Pulp 
ensured the issue of remnant vegetation protection became a vigorously debated public matter. 
This debate generated a further recommendation adopted by Cabinet on October 3, 1988, 
which was to appoint a Remnant Vegetation Steering Committee, to review all the issues 
concerned with native vegetation protection and provide further recommendations for action 
and policy initiatives. 
The Report of the Remnant Vegetation Steering Committee has recently (July) been presented 
to Government. It contains some 42 recommendations, one of which supports the extension 
of the Remnant Vegetation Protection.Scheme (RVPS) for the duration of the Decade of 
Landcare (ending in the year 2000). 
The report which follows examines the operations and achievements of the RVPS and 
explores the need for its extension, either in its present or a modified form. 
1. Introduction 
On October 3, 1988 Cabinet approved the contents of a minute entitled 'Conservation of 
Native Vegetation on Private Lands in Rural Areas'. In this minute was a recommendation 
that Government provide " ... a substantial grant for distribution to farmers as a 50 per cent 
subsidy for fencing off important remnants". This fencing subsidy became known as the 
Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme (RVPS). 
Cabinet's approval of funds for this assistance scheme was based on an additional 
recommendation, that an amount of $500,000 be provided each year for three years, where 
after the scheme would be reviewed. The scheme was introduced in the financial year 
1988/89 and the third year of its operation concluded on June 30, 1991. This report is the 
review required at the completion of its third year of operation. 
The events preceding and succeeding the Cabinet approval are worth recording before 
examining the details of the Scheme and its operations and achievements. 
In the 12 months prior to October 1988, Government had received two reports, 'Conservation 
of native vegetation in farming areas' by Mulcahy of the Land Resource Policy Council and 
'Management of native vegetation on farmland in the wheatbelt of Western Australia' by 
Coates, sponsored by the Conservation Council of Western Australia and relevant government 
agencies. These reports made numerous recommendations, but perhaps more importantly, 
provided data on the state of remnant vegetation in Western Australia. These data, although 
from only a small number of Shires, confirmed that little native vegetation remained (certainly 
no more than 20 per cent j, 10 per cent) in the shires studied. They also highlighted that, 
unless properly managed, the vegetation would degrade and eventually disappear. At that 
time some 86 per cent of privately owned areas of native vegetation were unfenced and 
70 per cent were subject to regular grazing. 
Both reports asserted that assistance for fencing would be the single most effective means of 
encouraging protection. In this context reference was made to legally binding agreements for 
financial assistance associated with remnant vegetation protection in South Australia and New 
South Wales. Such agreements require that any land so protected be maintained in a natural 
state. To demonstrate the local acceptability of such schemes, Coates produced data of a 
Western Australian survey that showed 70 per cent of landholders sampled supported the 
introduction of a financial assistance scheme with a similar agreement. 
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Within each Region the various types of vegetation are ranked according to their conservation 
value and representation in conservation areas. This results in four Classes of vegetation. The 
areas of highest priority are generally those that are poorly represented in existing 
conservation reserves or otherwise in need of protection. Some vegetation types of significant 
nature conservation value e.g. shrublands on lateritic uplands, are not given the highest 
priority because they are comparatively well represented in conservation reserves in some 
regions. 
To account for the substantial variation that occurs in vegetation on a landscape scale, the 
south west province of the State is divided into regions with vegetation that is broadly 
distinctive. This produces four RVPS Regions, Central Wheatbelt (Region 1), Northern 
Sandplains (Region 2), Southern Sandplains (Region 3) and Forest (Region 4) {Figure 1). 
Regions and vegetation classes 
The priorities used in the RVPS for protecting various types of vegetation are based largely on 
how well they are conserved. A number of other factors are considered, including the 




• the significance of the vegetation concerned to nature and land conservation objectives; 
the condition of the vegetation; 
the size or robustness of the vegetation to be protected to withstand degradation from the 
influence of surrounding land use and loss of species; and 
the cost effectiveness of fencing the area . 
All these factors are accounted for in the applications forms. 
A number of factors are considered in selecting areas to receive the grants. These factors 
ensure grants are directed to priority areas for conservation. They include: 
The RVPS is jointly administered by the Departments of Conservation and Land Management 
(CALM) and Agriculture {DAW A), with the latter as the lead agency. CALM contributes 
substantially to the RVPS through the assessment procedure and general expertise on nature 
conservation priorities and management advice. DA WA organizes the call and assessment of 
nominations, the grant approvals and contracts, including the placement of memorials on land 
titles, the maintenance of financial and geographic data and the monitoring of remnant 
condition of protected areas. 
Objective and administration 
The objective of the Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme is to encourage land owners to 
fence and protect areas of remnant vegetation for the purposes of flora and fauna conservation, 
land conservation and aesthetics. The means by which land owners are encouraged to protect 
remnant vegetation is the provision of a grant equal to half the cost of labour and materials to 
erect a stockproof fence around the vegetation concerned. 
2. Details and operation 
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Figure I. Map of the south west province of Western Australia showing the names and boundaries of the 
Regions used in the Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme. 
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Vegetation class Region 1 Regions 2 and 3 Region4 
Central Wheatbelt Northern and Southern Forest 
Sandplains 
Class 1 0 Woodlands of 0 Woodlands of salmon 0 Woodlands 
(very high priority) banksia or salmon gum 
gum 0 Mallee vegetation 
0 Freshwater wetlands 
0 Shrublands on sandy 0 Freshwater wetlands 
soils 0 Brackish wetlands 
0 Brackish wetlands 
0 Freshwater wetlands 0 Vegetation on 
greenstone or quartzite 
0 Vegetation on granite 
0 Brackish wetlands outcrops outcrops 
0 Vegetation on 0 Vegetation on 
greenstone or greenstone or 
quartzite outcrops quartzite outcrops 
Class 2 0 Woodlands of 0 Woodlands of powder 0 Woodlands of tuart or 
(high priority) wandoo or blue bark wandoo silver or yate 
mallet blue mallet 
0 Shrublands on 
0 Mallee on loams and 0 Mallee on loams and gravelly or clay soils 
clays clays 
0 Shrublands on 0 Shrublands on gravelly 
gravelly soils soils 
0 Vegetation on granite 0 Vegetation on granite 
outcrops outcrops 
Class3 0 Woodlands of jarrah, 0 Woodlands or jarrah, 0 Woodlands of powder 
(medium priority) marri, brown mallet marri, banksia, brown bark wandoo, marri, 
and sheoak mallet or sheoak wandoo, Albany 
blackbutt or sheoak 
0 Mallee on sands or 0 Mallee on sands or 
gravels gravels 0 Shrublands or 
sedgelands on wet 
0 Shrublands or wodjil, 0 Shrublands on sandy flats 
tamma or broombush soils 
0 Shrublands on coastal 
sand dunes 
Class4 0 Wetlandsofsamphrre 0 Wetlands of samphire 0 Woodland or forest of 
(low priority) jarrah 
0 Wetlands of saltpans 0 Wetlands of salt pans 
0 Wetlands of salt pans 
0 Wetlands of creek 
lines 0 Wetlands of creek 
lines 
Table 1. Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme classes of vegetation 
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Fence type 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 
$ s $ 
Type 1 - Standard sheep 800 1050 1050 
Type 2 - Standard cattle - 1150 1150 
Type 3 - Suspension - 1100 1100 
Type 4 - Electric - 700 700 
Table 2. Average RVPS subsidies (per kilometre) for different fence types 
Before the RVPS is advertised each year the costs for fencing materials and labour are 
reviewed to ensure the 50 per cent subsidy is based on current figures. 
Details of the amount of subsidy provided for fencing in the three years of operation are 
provided in Table 2. 
(Detailed specifications of these are provided in Appendix 2.) 
This broadening of fence specifications increases the attractiveness of the RVPS to farmers. It 
allows them to choose the fencing. It also introduces economies ( e.g. standard electric fence is 
cheaper than a standard sheep fence), which allows the RVPS to finance the erection of greater 




standard sheep (RVPS-Type 1); 
standard cattle (RVPS - Type 2); 
suspension fencing (RVPS - Type 3); and 
electric fencing (RVPS - Type 4) . 
• 
The specifications for stockproof fencing erected under the RVPS have evolved over time 
from a single 'standard' sheep fence to four types of fencing. The four fence types are: 
Fencing grant and conditions 
The financial assistance provided by the RVPS to subsidise the erection of stockproof fencing 
is 50 per cent of the costs of both labour and materials. 
In specifying the boundaries for each of the Regions shire boundaries are used because they 
are readily identified and well known by the land users and by CALM and DAWA 
officers - respectively the users and operators of the Scheme. 
In addition, where shires should perhaps be split on biophysical grounds, the entire shire is 
included in the RVPS Region which most favours the land users' chances of gaining a grant. 
Examples are the Shires of Plantagenet and Boyup Brook, which are placed in Region 1 rather 
than divided between Regions 1 and 4. 
While the Regions generally differ in their combinations of vegetation types and conservation 
priorities, two Regions are sufficiently similar to be combined. These are the Northern and 
Southern Sandplains (Regions 2 and 3). The combinations of vegetation types and priority 
classes for the four Regions are presented in Table 1. These generate three specific 
Nomination Forms, which are presented in Appendix 1. 
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The statewide ranking compiled by CALM is submitted to the State Soil and Land 
Conservation Council (SLCC), with recommendations as to how many nominations should 
and could be funded relative to the amount of funds available for grants. 
Recommendations from the Soil and Land Conservation Council are forwarded to the Minister 
for Agriculture for his approval for the funds to be distributed. 
The announcement of a new round of applications allows about two months time for land 
owners to lodge nominations before the closing date. Over the three years of the Scheme's 
operation the closing date for nominations has moved from February in 1988/89 to August in 
1990/91. This latter date brought the call in line with the State Landcare Programme and the 
One Billion Trees Program (OBTP) administered by Greening Australia (WA). 
The assessment of nominations is thorough and broadly based. There are four levels of 
assessment. The first occurs at the community level by LCDCs or DA WA staff. The second 
occurs at the nearest CALM office. The third occurs in CALM, where a statewide collation is 
made. The fourth assessment is undertaken by the Soil and Land Conservation Council. The 
combination of criteria used for the statewide ranking is presented in Table 3. 
Nomination and assessment 
The nomination forms have been designed to obtain reliable information from landowners, 
and a peer review by local LCDCs or DA WA officers. Section A of the form seeks 
information on the landholding and the nominated area of remnant vegetation. Section B 
seeks LCDC or DAW A verification of this information plus some additional information and 
a ranking of the application alongside others from the district. Full details of the information 
required can be gained from Appendix 1. 
The publicity of the Scheme involves radio and, where possible, TV interviews, and press 
releases and articles. In the second and third year of its operation country radio and press were 
encouraged to .interview local recipients of Scheme assistance. 
Nomination forms (Appendix 1) for appropriate RVPS Regions are sent to all LCDCs and 
DA WA and CALM District Offices. The distribution of posters and pamphlets includes all 
Shire Councils and Post Offices throughout the south west land province, in addition to 
LCDCs and offices of CALM and DA WA. 
Promotion and publicity 
The material produced to promote the RVPS includes nomination forms, pamphlets, posters 
and instructions for personnel operating the Scheme. Each year the previous year's material is 
reviewed and amended, if necessary. 
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The offers of fencing funds are then forwarded to land users with a formal Agreement. This 
Agreement is a legal contract between the land user and the Director General of Agriculture. 
It formalizes the provision of funds conditional upon land owners putting them toward 
erecting a specified fence type around the nominated area and undertaking to manage that area 
according to specified requirements for a period of 30 years. 
Agreements 
Once Ministerial approval is obtained the cadastral details of the ownership of the nominated 
area of land are checked with the Land Titles Office before drawing up contractual 
Agreements (Appendix 3). 
Class 4A is heavily grazed vegetation of any of the classes. Footnote: 
Ranked category Criteria combinations 
A Areas with > 30 ha of Class 1 vegetation. 
B Areas with between 10 and 30 ha of Class 1 vegetation. 
c Areas with > 30 ha of Class 2 vegetation. 
D Areas with between 4 and 10 ha of Class 1 vegetation and total 
undisturbed area > 15 ha. 
E Areas with between 10 and 30 ha of Class 2 vegetation and a total 
undisturbed area > 30 ha. 
F Areas with > 30 ha of Class 3 vegetation. 
G Areas with between 4 and 30 ha of Class 1 vegetation and some 
undisturbed area. 
H Areas with between 10 and 30 ha of Class 2 vegetation and some 
undisturbed area. 
I Areas with between 4 and 10 ha of Class 2 vegetation and a total 
undisturbed area > 15 ha. 
J Areas with between 10 and 30 ha of Class 3 vegetation and a total 
undisturbed area > 30 ha. 
K Areas with between 4 and 10 ha of Class 2 vegetation. 
L Areas with between 4 and 30 ha of Class 3 vegetation. 
M Areas with rare flora and/or fauna. 
N Areas with some ha of Class 4B vegetation. 
0 Areas with some ha of Class 4A vegetation (but no 4B). 
x Areas rejected. 
Table 3. Combinations of criteria used to rank RVPS nominations into priority categories for assistance 
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This capture of data serves two main purposes: 
• it generates a site map of the size and shape of the area of vegetation, plus its location 
relative to roads and cadastral boundaries for use by a botanical survey team; and 
• it provides an accurate record of the geographic location, area and type of vegetation 
protected under Scheme for the purposes of future evaluation of the Scheme and 
comparison of areas of protected vegetation versus unprotected vegetation. 
The grant monies are accompanied by an instruction that the specified fence should be erected 
within six months. The grants are usually distributed in autumn each year, preceding the wet 
and cool months of the year when most farm fencing is undertaken. If landowners are unable 
to comply with this requirement they are asked to inform the Department so that alternative 
arrangements can be negotiated. 
Accountability mechanisms 
Concurrent with the distribution of funds, the geographic, cadastral and vegetation data of 
each funded nomination are captured in the Geographic Information System of the 
Department of Agriculture. 
Grant disbursement 
Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme grants cannot be disbursed until cadastral details, 
fence type and length specifications, vegetation area and land ownership are verified and all 
parties have signed and had their signatures witnessed on the Agreement. As soon as is 
practicable after these matters have been completed a cheque for the required grant is 
forwarded to the land owner concerned. 
Conservation covenants 
Recent amendments to the Soil and Land Conservation Act make possible the registration of a 
Memorial on land Title Deeds of any arrangement to set aside land for conservation purposes. 
This provision may be invoked voluntarily by owners or by the Commissioner for Soil and 









remove vegetation, soil, stones, sand, rock or gravel; 
engage in activities that may damage or destroy any plants; 
interfere with natural water supplies; 
disturb native fauna; 
graze livestock; 
drain or clear any of the area; 
erect buildings; 
deposit litter . 
The land owner signs and returns the Agreement. It is then countersigned by the Director 
General of Agriculture before the funds are distributed to the land owners with a Certificate of 
Covenant signed by the Ministers for Agriculture and Environment. 
These management requirements are designed to ensure the condition of the vegetation is 
maintained or improved. Specifically, they require the land user not to do or cause to be done 
to the protected area any of the following: 
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Land users are asked to inspect and photographically record the vegetation on the transect at 
least once every two years. In addition, they are asked to describe the seasonal conditions and 
management practices affecting the area since its last survey. The first round of land user 
monitoring records are being collected this year (1991) and a copy of these is to be retained by 
the Department of Agriculture. 
From time to time DAW A and CALM will, in addition to farmer records, undertake random 
inspections of the areas of protected vegetation to check whether vegetation conservation is 
being achieved and assist land users to retain a high commitment to its conservation. 
The Curtin University School of Environmental Biology each year supplies qualified survey 
teams, expert supervision and a list of vegetation species, position and size along each site's 
transect, as well as a botanical description of the vegetation association( s) on the transect. 
The Department of Agriculture supports the survey by providing the cost of labour, location 
maps, photographs, fence posts, vehicles and GIS capture of the data. 
A copy of the vegetation survey field sheets used in the monitoring exercise is shown in 
Appendix 4. 
On-going land user monitoring is facilitated by the supply of a field monitoring record folder 
which includes instructions on how to monitor and record the vegetation along the 
representative transect, plus some advice on how to manage the area to ensure its 
conservation. (An example of a monitoring record folder and contents can be obtained from 
DAWA.) 
• 
• encouraging land users to become more involved and committed to a form of 
management that guarantees the conservation of their vegetation; and 
providing a record of a representative sample of the type and amount of vegetation 
protected so that the value of the scheme in protecting and improving the condition of 
native vegetation can be assessed in the longer term. 
In order to ensure good quality base-line data and to minimize the cost of such a monitoring 
programme University graduate or post-graduate Botany students are employed to collect the 
initial data (in the year of funding), followed at regular intervals ( every two years) by land 
owner inspections which photographically record the type, size and condition of vegetation 
within the protected area. 
• 
• 
• checking the shape, area and perimeter length of the protected remnant; 
checking that the fence financed by the grant has been erected and that the length and 
type of fence are as specified in the Agreement; and 
photographing the location of the remnant, permanently marking a representative 
transect of the vegetation, recording the number, type, size of plants on the transect and 
photographing the vegetation along the transect. 
The decision to develop a monitoring programme was taken early in the life of the RVPS as a 
means of: 
In the spring and summer months succeeding the distribution of RVPS grants a survey team 
visits each site. This team undertakes a number of tasks, which include: 
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Operational components 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 
$ $ $ 
• Publicity and promotion 5,152 12,132 8,661 
(1,944) (4,262) (4,298) 
• Assessments and administration 28,335 34,206 · 35,843 
(0) (0) (0) 
• Grant contracts and memorials 9,033 8,515 8,575 
(123) (705) (560) 
• Monitoring Nil 45,813 77,177 
(33,615) (64,678) 
• Grants (RVPS only) 285,880 445,350 425,799 
Totals - RVPS CRF Total 287,947 483,932 495,335 
- Other CRF Total 40,453 62,084 60,720 
- Grand Total 328,400 546,016 556,055 
Actual RVPS allocation 300,000 500,000 500,000 
Table 4. Summary of total expenditure from aU sources for various components of the operation of 
RVPS (RVPS contribution in brackets) 
3. Expenditure review 
The administration of the RVPS is supported by existing staff and operational budgets of the 
Departments of Agriculture and CALM. Other than fencing grants, only the direct costs 
associated with the preparation and distribution of brochures, posters, covenant certificates 
and the cost of botanical surveys have been funded by the Government's allocation of 
$1.3 million over the three years of the RVPS operation. 
The percentages of the RVPS funds allocated to fencing grants over the three years have been 
99% in 1988/89, 92% in 1989/90 and 86% in 1990/91. A summary of RVPS expenditure for 
these three years is presented in Table 4. More detailed records for each year are presented in 
Appendix 5 a,b,c. 
The Department of Agriculture employs one full-time professional (Level 2) officer and 
provides this person with supervision and an operational budget. This officer attends to the 
publicity and promotion, distribution and collation of nominations after assessment, 
organization of title searches, contracts (Agreements) and memorials on Title Deeds, 
distribution of grants, financial, geographical and monitoring data bases and general enquiries. 
A time line of the sequence of operations involved in managing the RVPS is presented in 
Appendix 6. 
A part-time professional (Level 6) is employed by CALM to help check, collate and rank all 
nominations. This officer is also provided with supervision. The collation and ranking of 
nominations involves considerable liaison with LCDCs and some travel by CALM staff to 
check certain areas nominated for an RVPS grant. 
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In this section of the report the detail of RVPS achievements are analysed to examine the 
scheme's effectiveness in meeting the objective of encouraging land owners to fence and 
protect areas of remnant vegetation for the purposes of nature conservation, land conservation 
and aesthetics, particularly in the more extensively cleared agricultural areas. 
The actual wording of the Cabinet Recommendations of October 1988 is worth repeating 
.. before examining in detail the achievements and effectiveness of the RVPS. Relevant 
verbatim extracts from this documentary as follows: 
Review of achievements and effectiveness 4. 
Grants: Over the three years of operation the proportion of RVPS funds actually 
allocated to fencing grants has been, 99%, 92% and 86% in 1988/89, 1989/90 and 
1990/91, respectively. This trend in grant allocation is a consequence of the expenditure 
on the monitoring survey. With a reasonably constant number of areas protected each 
year the future costs of monitoring should remain fairly static. 
• 
Monitoring: The monitoring programme runs one year out of phase. The 1988/89 
protected areas were monitored in 1989/90 and those of 1989/90 in 1990/91. The total 
expenditure on the monitoring survey increased from 1989/90 to 1990/91 in direct 
proportion to the increase in the number of protected areas - 111 remnants in the 
1988/89 round and 185 in the 1989/90 round. In both years it represented 17% of the 
actual grant expenditure of the previous year. 
• 
Grant distribution: The same comment as above applies to the process of grant 
distribution (contracts and memorials). The slightly lower costs in 1989/90 and 1990/91 
compared to 1988/89 were achieved despite greater numbers of grants in these years 
compared to the first (185 and 174 cf 111, respectively). 
• 
Assessments and administration: These figures show a per annum cost that is 
effectively constant after the 1988/89 financial year. When inflation is considered, this 
expenditure reflects increasing efficiency as administrative procedures and systems were 
established. 
• 
In 1990/91 good awareness of the RVPS existed in the community and a less costly 
campaign was mounted. This involved making good use of the information networks 
into the land user community (e.g. regular newsletters for LCDCs, Greening Australia 
(WA) and the Save the Bush Program). In addition, rural radio networks were used and 
these were given names and addresses of local RVPS funded land users for case-study 
interviews. 
The 1989/90 RVPS round was better organized and considerable effort was put into the 
publicity and promotion. CALM and DAW A officers spent time in the country 
explaining the scheme to land users, LCDCs and DAW A and CALM officers. This 
extra effort more than doubled expenditure on publicity and promotion in 1989/90 
compared to 1988/89. 
Publicity and promotion: These figures show the greatest variation from year to year . 
The first operational year of the RVPS was short - only 4 months of the 1988/89 
financial year. The RVPS was announced in the State Election in February 1989 and the 
first allocation had to be spent by June 30 of that year. The publicity and promotion was 
hurried and short. 
• 
The summary of RVPS expenditure (Table 4) requires some explanation. 
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Botanical data of protected areas 
The major purpose for undertaking botanical surveys of a transect on each protected remnant 
is to provide quality base-line data with which to compare the condition of the vegetation 
over time. The simple technique employed allows repeat surveys at any time. So far these 
surveys have provided botanical descriptions of native vegetation on 296 transects (1988/89 
and 1989/90 grant areas, Figure 3) scattered widely across the south west land province. An 
example of these data is presented as Appendix 11. 
A secondary purpose of the surveys was to provide information to land users on the vegetation 
in their protected remnant to encourage them to manage the remnant to maintain or improve 
its condition. Records of the remnants and their vegetation for the 296 surveyed transects 
have been collated and distributed in a Monitoring Records folder. These folders include 
photographic records of the representative transect, a list of species on the transect and simple 
management and monitoring guidelines. 
At least amongst government funded land conservation programmes in Western Australia, the 
monitoring scheme represents a unique method of accountability and self-assessment. Not 
only does the monitoring provide an excellent, objective measure of the longer term success of 
the Scheme, it also provides a special opportunity for farmers to improve their management 
practices by providing them with a measure of the impact of their management actions. 
Protected vegetation 
The distribution of the areas of native vegetation protected by the RVPS is well spread across 
the south west land province of the State (Figure 2). Details of the area of RVPS protected 
vegetation, grant allocations and associated data (Table 5) show that Region 1 attracted 65% 
of the number of grants which protected 57% of the total RVPS protected areas over the three 
years of the scheme's operation. The other two agricultural areas, Regions 2 and 3, account for 
a further 40% of the protected area. Grant allocations to Region 4 accounted for the remaining 
3% of the area protected since the scheme's introduction. More details of RVPS grants, on a 
Shire basis, are provided in Appendices 7, 8 and 9. 
The other important component of protection is the type of vegetation ( or RVPS Class) that 
most needs conserving. Analyses of the data in Appendix 11 and the conservation priorities in 
Table 1 reveal that the RVPS is protecting higher conservation priority vegetation. 
Approximately 80% of the vegetation described on the transects is Classes 1 and 2 vegetation 
(Figure 3). 
• 
"That the policy of Government will be to encourage preservation and 
discourage clearing or degradation of native vegetation on private land identified 
as being of significance to the preservation of flora and fauna." 
"That initial proposals for financial support should come from individual land 
owners and Soil (now Land) Conservation District Committees who would provide 
a list of patches of vegetation for which assistance should be provided." 
• 
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Figure 2. Map showing the clistrilmtion of RVPS grants over the three years of its operation. 
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Both size and shape are important considerations in assessing the ability of nominated areas of 
vegetation to withstand degradation influences from adjoining land used for agriculture. 
Long, narrow shapes are particularly prone to such degradation. Hence, a means of reviewing 
the fencing efficiency of the RVPS dollar is to examine it in terms of the area protected per 
length of fencing. Figure 4 shows data of the average area and average perimeter length for 
patches of protected vegetation for each Region compared to a line drawn for square-shaped 
areas. As the data lie close to the 'square' line, which is the most efficient area:perimeter 
fencing configuration, the scheme's efficiency in maximising protected area per dollar 
. invested is evident. It should be noted, however, that a significant contribution to this 
efficiency is the fact that many of the areas protected are already partly fenced. 
The efficiency of the investment in fencing, in terms of the area of vegetation protected per 
RVPS dollar, is dependent on the size and shape of the patches of vegetation to be protected. 
Over the years the-average size of RVPS protected vegetation has been highly variable, both 
within and between years and regions (Table 5 shows 3-year averages between Regions). 
Fencing 
The RVPS has financed the erection of 1,184 km of fencing in its three years of operation. 
This has protected 470 patches of remnant vegetation comprising a total area of 21,061 ha 
(Table 5). 
Figure 3. Cumulative percentage of vegetation classes in monitoring transects on RVPS protected areas 
(1988/89 and '89/90). Note that 77% of the remnant vegetation areas protected in the first two 
years of operation include vegetation in high protection priority classes 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4. Relationship between fence length and area fenced for square-shapes. Points Rl, R2, R3, R4 
are average perimeter:area ratios for Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 over the three years of RVPS 
operation. 
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Details Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Grand totals/ 
averages 
Grants($) 666,087 217,063 230,536 22,265 1,135,951 
Areas protected (ha) 12,090 4,528 3,894 549 21,061 
Average unit cost ($/ha) 55.90 47.94 59.20 40.56 53.94 
Average size of area (ha) 39.4 73.0 44.3 42.2 44.8 
Number of grants 307 62 88 13 470 
T.able S. Summary of RVPS grants and areas protected, 1988-1991 
-17- 
Clearly, the efficiency of running the scheme is considerable and the cost of monitoring is 
reasonable, given that it guarantees both the proper use of the funds and provides valuable 
data for ensuring the scheme's objectives will continue to be met over time. In addition, these 
data are likely to improve the design and implementation of future conservation and remnant 
management activities by the community at large. 
To assess whether or not more could have been achieved with RVPS and other funds, using 
different methods and resources, is difficult. On the one hand the scheme was over- 
subscribed - 782 nominations with 470 funded. Demand exceeds the supply of funds. 
However, to have funded the protection of more areas (at, say, a lower subsidy rate) would 
have resulted in a larger proportion of vegetation of lower conservation need being protected. 
On the other hand, if the management conditions on RVPS-protected vegetation were relaxed, 
a larger number of areas of high conservation need may have been nominated. Without the 
experience of operating alternative RVPS structures, possible outcomes remain a matter of 
conjecture. These and other possible improvements to the RVPS are discussed in the section, 
Future Options. 
In addressing the question of whether the same or greater outputs could have been achieved 
for less cost, a comparison of the amount of funds allocated to grants relative to overhead 
costs is relevant. This approach of examining the size of 'overheads' expenditure relative to 
grants shows considerable efficiency in administration of the scheme. The data in Table 4 
show that the proportion of the CRF RVPS allocations used for fencing over the three years 
were 0.99, 0.92 and 0.86. Similar figures for total CRF expenditure are 0.87, 0.82 and 0.89 for 
the same three years, respectively. These overheads have always been less than 18%, with the 









the protection of 21,061 ha of remnant vegetation, at a gross cost of around $54 per 
hectare; 
the drawing of at least an equivalent investment to the Government's from land users to 
fence and manage their remnant vegetation; 
the direct involvement of land owners of 470 remnants who have committed themselves 
to protect their remnant vegetation for at least 30 years; 
the construction of 1,184 km of stock proof fencing around remnant vegetation; 
the involvement of a large number of LCDCs - 50 in 1988/89, 43 in 1989/90, 38 in 
1990/91; 
the production and distribution to LCDCs, Shire Councils, Post Offices, CALM officers 
and DA WA officers of 4,000 pamphlets and 600 posters; 
the production of series of radio interviews and press articles for rural audiences; 
the botanical descriptions of the vegetation on 296 transects on the areas protected in 
1988/89 and 1989/90; 
the identification on the 296 transects of 21 species that are on CALM's priority lists of 
threatened flora. 
• 
The outputs (tangible and intangible) achieved by the RVPS in the three years of its operation 
are: 
The analysis necessary to answer such questions is limited by the fact that no directly 
comparable scheme or methods exist. Conclusions are a matter of judgement as to whether or 
not costs and methods are reasonable and efficient. 
Operational efficiency 
In assessing the operational efficiency of the RVPS two questions arise. Could the outputs of 
the scheme have been achieved or increased for less cost using the same methods and 
resources, or different methods and resources? 
-18- 
Survey ofRVPS clients and agents 
An extensive telephone survey was undertaken in mid-1991 amongst clients (farmers and 
LCDCs) and agents (DAWA and CALM officers) of the RVPS to ascertain the level of 
support and understanding of the scheme and to solicit suggestions for improvements in its 
structure and operation. A total of 70 persons were contacted. A breakdown of the affiliations 
of those contacted is presented in Appendix lOc. In summary, 41 were clients (farmers and 
LCDCs) and 29 were agents (DAW A and CALM officers). 
A further point of importance, which cannot be over emphasized, is that in the current rural 
economic climate the present schemes make a very important contribution to sustaining a 
commitment to revegetation and remnant vegetation protection. Without them the 
implementation of such works would probably cease. 
In this context, it must be noted that Greening Australia's schemes do not compete with the 
RVPS. Their assistance guidelines place an emphasis on strategic tree planting and the 
supplementation of remnant vegetation areas by natural regeneration or the creation of bush 
corridors. In addition, their guidelines for fencing provide for a maximum grant of half the 
cost of materials (i.e. about half that of the RVPS). 
Two important points emerge from both sets of data. 
(i) The Greening Australia (WA) data show an increasing trend in the practice of protecting 
remnants, and it is probable the RVPS has contributed to this trend. The W AFF data 
confirm the large interest in and protection of remnant vegetation. 
(ii) Because effective conservation of remnant vegetation requires the exclusion of grazing, 
the WAFF data clearly indicate that such conservation is most unlikely to be achieved 
without schemes that provide assistance and proper management advice (only 25% of 
the W AFF-surveyed farmers excluded grazing). 
Other voluntary protection 
The amount and trend in voluntary protection of remnant vegetation outside the scheme is 
worth examining. This allows some assessment of whether there has been an increase in such 
activity since the RVPS was introduced and whether there is an on-going need for the RVPS. 
Data from Greening Australia (WA) reveal that, in both the Alcoa Plants for Conservation and 
the Community Grants component of the One Billion Trees Program, there has been an 
increasing trend toward complementing remnant vegetation protection with tree planting, 
often by way of bush corridors. Out of applications numbering about 400 each year, the 
inclusion of remnant vegetation protection has increased from about 20 in 1989/90 to 40 in 
1990/91 and to about 150 in 1991/92. Clearly, farmers are increasingly practising a more 
holistic approach to land conservation, such that it now includes remnant vegetation 
protection. 
Consistent with this trend, the Western Australian Farmers' Federation 1990 Survey of 
Members revealed an apparently very large commitment to protecting remnant vegetation. 
Their data show 57 per cent of farmers protected on average, 53 ha of remnant vegetation 
(totalling 715,183 ha (sic)) by way a range of practices that included fencing, grazing 
management and feral animal control (only 25 per cent actually excluded grazing). 
Notwithstanding the small sample size of the survey and the probability of a bias towards 
conservation farmers returning the survey papers, these figures reveal considerable interest in 
and commitment to remnant vegetation protection. 
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Cost effectiveness 
An examination of the cost effectiveness of RVPS involves an analysis of the remnant 
vegetation protection activities that have occurred beyond those directly funded by the RVPS. 
Ideally, these activities should be able to be directly linked to the RVPS, but this is not always 
possible. The reason for this is that the RVPS is only one of a number of conservation 
programmes directed towards rural land users. Others include the National Soil Conservation 
Program, the One Billion Trees Program, the Save the Bush Program and the State Landcare 
Program. 
The increasing activity in remnant vegetation protection indicated by the W AFF survey and 
the Greening Australia (WA) data is no doubt partly attributable to the RVPS. In addition, 
despite the statistic that only 25 % of the 80% of W AFF farmers claiming to protect remnant 
vegetation by fencing actually exclude grazing, the data indicate considerable awareness that 
effective conservation must exclude grazing. The example the RVPS sets in this regard is 
undoubtedly influential in creating this awareness. 
The 4th dot point finding regarding retrospective funding of fencing has previously been 
considered and rejected by SLCC. Fencing requests are considered sympathetically, and 
100 per cent funding is neither desirable nor an efficient use of funds. 
Appropriate action is in hand to respond to the 1st, 2nd and 6th dot point findings. More 
information on the need and benefits is being distributed as it becomes available. It will be 
synthesized and distributed in 1991/92. Feedback on grants has been improved. Guidelines 
for managing remnants are included in the Monitoring Records Folders, and a comprehensive 
set are being prepared in a project funded by the Save the Bush Program. 
The survey findings indicate both an enhanced interest in remnant vegetation and a lack of 
clear understanding of the purpose of the RVPS and the rationale for the way in which it is 
structured and operated. This is illustrated, for example, by the 3rd, and 5th dot points. The 
RVPS was designed to encourage the conservation of areas of 'significant' remnant vegetation 
not all remnant vegetation. In addition, the period of a commitment to protect (30 years), the 
exclusion of all stock and the requirement to manage the protected vegetation to maintain or 
improve its condition are all based on ample research and anecdotal evidence that any grazing 
causes substantial damage and regeneration is a long, slow process. 
Overall, there was 100 per cent support from both farmers and LCDCs and Departmental 




• RVPS nomination forms and feedback on grants can be improved; 
selection criteria are too restrictive and all nominated areas should be supported; 
all fencing should be eligible for funding, including retrospective claims and boundary 
fencing, and the level of support should be 100 per cent of fencing costs; 
restrictions on the use of protected areas are too tight and the duration of the "lock-up" 
period (30 years) is too long; 
guidelines on how to control vermin, weeds and fires in protected areas are needed . 
• 
All respondents were asked a range of questions covering the operation of the RVPS. Only a 
few had comments to make on all aspects. The survey questions focused on selection criteria, 
fencing grants, conditions, management guidelines, monitoring, publicity, promotion and 
administration. The response patterns are presented in Appendix lOd. The content of 
responses is summarized in Appendix lOe. 
The most common responses to survey questions were as follows: 
• RVPS promotion should explain the need (and benefits) of conservation; 
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Remnant vegetation on private land 
The Department of Agriculture bas recently completed the Geographic Information System 
(GIS) capture of all the remnant vegetation on privately owned land in the south west land 
province of Western Australia. These data have been analysed and classified according to the 
size and number of the patches of vegetation. Table 6 presents total areas and numbers in 
various size classes for each RVPS Region, and Appendix 8 presents the data for each Shire 
and compares them with local areas protected by the RVPS. 
The proportion of the landscape remaining under native vegetation is a parameter that is 
crucial to the achievement of both land and nature conservation objectives in Western 
Australia. When examined from this perspective the data in Table 5 really need to be 
complemented by data of the area and location of native vegetation on publicly owned land. 
Unfortunately, the latter information is not yet totally available, and this lack particularly 
affects the interpretation of the data for all RVPS Regions. 
5. Future options 
In considering future options for the RVPS the relevant considerations include the amount of 
unprotected remnant vegetation remaining on the landscape, the need for its conservation and 
the resources required to achieve its protection and management. 
Letters of support 
Similar sentiments to those revealed by the survey (i.e. in favour of retaining or expanding the 
RVPS) have been expressed in letters to the Minister for Agriculture. Over the past months 
(March to early August, 1991) there has been a constant and increasing stream of letters 
seeking the Government's assurance to continue the RVPS. 
The significance of this expression of support should not be underestimated. The 
achievements of the RVPS over its three years of operation have been gained in a period of 
increasing economic hardship for the rural community. In this environment there has been 
effectively 100% utilization of the funds allocated, and this has required considerable 
commitment to conservation by land users, both financially and intellectually. 
• 
effective long term conservation of the 21,061 ha of remnant vegetation; 
improved conservation activities (including management) resulting from a better 
knowledge and understanding of the native vegetation resources. 
• 
The cost effectiveness of the Monitoring component of the RVPS is difficult to assess because 
the outcomes are yet to be realized. In principle, the effectiveness of this investment $98,293 
or 7.8% of the three years of RVPS expenditure ($122,990 or 8.6% of total CRF expenditure) 
will only be realized in terms of: 
• 
• 
• 782 nominations, of which 470 have been funded; 
effectively 100% utilization of RVPS funds; 
effectively doubled the RVPS investment on fencing . 
Thus, whilst improvements may be possible in the cost-efficiency of the Publicity and 
Promotion its effectiveness cannot be questioned. 
The Publicity and Promotion component of the RVPS, costing $10,504 or 0.8% of the RVPS 
expenditure ($25,945 or 1.8% of total CRF expenditure) has produced the following 
outcomes: 
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Size distribution and conservation need 
As the size of remnant areas of vegetation increases their ability to withstand degradation 
influences from surrounding lands increases. Similarly, the larger the area of vegetation the 
greater the likelihood of it containing a wide variety of habitats and native plants and animals. 
Generally, therefore, larger areas are likely to have a wider range of species and be less 
susceptible to degradation than smaller areas. 
Using this reasoning, the datainFigure 5 provide some important leads as to the most 
effective targets for future conservation efforts, namely: 
• The smallest size class 0-5 ha, which is most under threat of degradation, contributes 
less than 7 per cent of the remnant vegetation area in each Region, yet the proportion of 
patches of this size class is between 42 and 70 per cent of the total in each Region. 
Hence, the average size is very small (1.5 ha) and the probability is great, that they are 
suffering substantial degradation. The cost of protecting them would therefore be very 
large and the benefits small and a long time in coming. 
• The largest size class,> 100 ha, contributes between 60 and 92% of the total area of 
native vegetation in the Regions. This area derives from between 5 and 12 %of the 
number of patches. The average size of individual patches of vegetation in this class is 
quite large ( 493 ha). It is important to realise that this vegetation probably represents 
uncleared agricultural land which, by virtue of it size, is comparatively less susceptible 
to degradation, particularly if it is fenced. 
A perhaps more reliable, but more general, expression of the proportion of remnant vegetation 
remaining on agricultural lands is that derived by dividing the total remnant vegetation area 
for all Regions by the area of agricultural land, approximately 16 million ha (i.e. extensively 
cleared land which excludes Crown land). This calculation indicates that 10.4% of the 
agricultural land remains under native vegetation - another disturbingly small amount, 
especially when the area and landscape location of vegetation that is needed to achieve land 
and nature conservation is taken into account. Land conservation experts estimate that about 
20% of the agricultural landscape needs strategically located deep-rooted perennial vegetation 
for biophysical stability of the environment. (Note: This is a subjective estimate made in the 
absence of quantitative data.) 
Regions and vegetation 0-5ha 5-50 ha 50-lOOha > lOOha Total 
details 
Region 1 Area 13,875 158,046 68,100 614,389 854,410 
No. (10,774) (9,239) (980) (1,140) (22,133) 
Region2 Area 6,524 35,132 17,043 180,745 239,444 
No. (2,843) (2,233) (225) (722) (6,023) 
Region 3 Area 1,214 23,064 13,557 393,829 431,664 
No. (1,301) (1,244) (192) (368) (3,105) 
Region4 Area 10,062 33,785 14,889 84,478 143,214 
No. (6,146) (2,297) (27) (354) (8,824) 
* Grand totals: Area 1,668,732 
Number (174,475) 
* Percentage of agricultural land covered by remnant vegetation: 10.4% 
Table 6. Total area and number of vegetation patches remaining on private land in the south west 
province of W estem Australia 
-22- 
Figure 5. Frequency distributions of the total area and number of patches of remnant vegetation in 
various size categories for each RVPS Region. Data are illustrated as percentage of total area 
(open columns) and of total number of patches (shaded columns). Absolute data are presented 
in text above each histogram. 
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• Other Government agencies have land and nature conservation responsibilities and 
programmes which can be directed to complement the RVPS and assist in achieving a 
multiplier effect of at least five. 
• The Remnant Vegetation Steering Committee Report (RVSC) recommends the 
continuation of the RVPS in addition to many complementary actions which various 
Government agencies are obliged, in principle, to undertake. These activities should 
ensure the necessary multiplier effect is attained. 
Adopting a time span of between 9 and 13 years to achieve the conservation of this size class 
of remnant vegetation is a reasonable target given the following facts: 
• The vegetation target for the RVPS is remnant native bush with significant nature 
conservation value, not all native vegetation, as is the content of the 5 ha-100 ha data 
set. 
• Multiplier of 1: - 66 years or 47 years) 
• Multiplier of 2: - 33 years or 23 years ) using 22 ha and 45 ha averages, respectively 
• Multiplier of 5: - 13 years or 9 years ) 
On the other hand, using the 1988-91 average RVPS area of 45 ha/patch (Table 5), the 
comparable figures are 21,400 km of fencing and a total investment of $23.5 million. 
Assuming the present rate of RVPS funding ($500,000 pa) and strategies of using it that 
effectively catalyse voluntary protection of 2 times or 5 times the area of RVPS-funded 
protection, the time needed to protect this area of remnant vegetation is as follows: 
The analysis of the resources required to fence the total area of the 5 ha-100 ha patches of 
remnant vegetation (363, 616 ha), using the average size of 22 ha and assuming the patches 
are square-shaped reveals that some 30,300 km is required. At a cost of $1,100/km for 
fencing, the total investment required for fencing alone amounts to $33.3 million. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the > 100 ha patches of remnant vegetation contribute between 
60% to 92% of the total area of remnant vegetation on private land in the RVPS regions, the 
following analysis uses the area of vegetation in patches of between 5 ha and 100 ha in size. 
The reasons for this are: 
(i) the analysis is intended to indicate only the general magnitude of the investment needed 
to properly conserve the vegetation, plus the need to adopt strategies to multiply the 
effects of such an investment; 
(ii) there are options other than the RVPS that are well suited to protect remnant vegetation 
in patches> 100 ha area (e.g. voluntary conservation Covenants; Crown purchase and 
management); 
(iii) the 5 ha-100 ha sized patches are more susceptible to degradation, are less likely to be 
fenced and are more likely to occur in extensively cleared sections of the landscape in 
which native vegetation species are quite scarce. 
An analysis of the resources required to achieve protection for remnant vegetation is an 
essential pre-requisite for planning future action. 
• The 5-50 ha and 50-100 ha size classes contribute between 8 and 33 per cent of the area 
of remnant vegetation in the RVPS Regions. These areas are made up of between 27 
and 46 per cent of the number of patches of vegetation, respective} y. The average size 
of these patches is about 22 ha. They represent a resource that is worth protecting 
because their size and number ensure they make a significant contribution to 
bio-diversity and land conservation. 







During its term there has been a substantial improvement in community attitudes and 
actions towards conserving remnant native vegetation. The RVPS has probably 
contributed to this change in attitude. 
Despite the progress made, there is still an enormous amount of remnant vegetation that 
can and should be protected. 
Increased efficiencies are possible in future if the Scheme declares a preference for 
larger areas of remnant vegetation. 
Land conservation values of remnants may be improved by increasing their effective 
size through revegetation, or by increasing their linkage with other remnant areas. 
Means of achieving these improvements, such as catchment and other planning, should 
be encouraged. 
The demand for assistance from the RVPS remains high and a large number of requests 
for the continuation of the RVPS have been received in recent months by the Minister 
for Agriculture. 
Despite some demands for alterations to the RVPS, there is insufficient justification to 
warrant substantial changes. 
• 
• 
During the three years of its operation it has protected 21,061 ha of remnant vegetation 
at an average cost of around $54/ha. This total is made up of 470 separate grants. 
The Central Wheatbelt Region is the area in which most vegetation has been protected 
(57%) and to which the majority of grants have been directed. 
• 
The RVPS has proved to be a cheap, popular and effective means of protecting areas of 




improve the co-ordination and consistency of application of regulations in various Acts 
relating to the clearing of native vegetation; and 




stimulate district land use planning ( e.g. by LCDCs and Shires) to include remnant 
vegetation conservation with other conservation planning; 
arrange for the continued support and integration of other State and Federal conservation 
programmes (e.g. State Landcare Programme, Federal Save the Bush Program); 
• 
identify native vegetation types and their condition and to initiate monitoring 
programmes, including the identification of sensitive areas, the setting of priorities for 
protection, the classification according to a vegetation community's capabilities for 




When implemented, many of the recommended actions in the RVSC report will greatly assist 
the RVPS to reach the above target, especially in terms of achieving the protection of the 
'significant' remnant vegetation. Specifically, the report includes recommendations to: 
-25- 
• 
There is now a real need to sustain and build on the progress made over the past three 
years. The number of land owners assisted and the size of the area protected are 
minuscule in terms of the total number of land users and total area that needs protection. 
Although illustrative of changed attitudes, the W AFF survey and Greening Australia 
data are neither firm enough nor substantial enough for real confidence to be placed on 
the permanence and extent of attitude changes. This is particularly so in a difficult rural 
economy where financial imperatives will tend to reduce the investment in remnant 
protection. 
The RVPS needs to be complemented by other Government and community action, 
such as that recommended by the RVSC report, for effective, lasting conservation of the 
State's important remnant native vegetation. 
• 
-27- 
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Type 4 - Electric fencing 
• Four or five wire (Tyeasy/permelec); alternate earth/live from bottom to top wires. 
• Droppers at ten metre spacings. 
• Post at thirty metre spacings. 
• Strainers at comers. 
• Minimum fence height one metre. 
Type 3 - Suspension fencing 
• Six line hinged joint/ringlock. 
• Plus one line high tensile barb at top. 
• Steel droppers at five metre spacings. 
• Steel posts at twenty metre spacings. 
• Strainers at comers. 






Six line hinged joint/ringlock. 
Plus one line high tensile barb at top . 
Steel droppers at five metre spacings . 
Steel posts at ten metre spacings . 
Strainers at comers . 
Minimum fence height one metre . 
• 




• At least six or seven line hinged joint/ringlock . 
Plus one line of barb at top ( optional) . 
Steel posts at ten metre spacings . 
Strainers at comers . 
Minimum fence height one metre . 
• 
Type 1 - Standard sheep 
Appendix 2. 
RVPS Fence Type Specifications 
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D Other fauna 
If "Yes" 
(Strike out inapplicable) 
Yes/No 
Exposure Nos. Film No.: 
General Condition of Remnant 
• Activity of fauna 
Does remnant show evidence of grazing 
Vegetation Community Classification: 
______ (m) For the transect give bearing and length from first post: 
From the reference point give both Distance in metres and 
compass bearing to starting point of transect: 
Yes/No (Strike out inapplicable) {Marked on Map): 
Reference Point (Description) 
If no fence present continue with survey regardless. 
Transect details: Select a reference point which is permanent. This may be a fence comer or 
some other feature. 
Yes/No (Strike out inapplicable) 
Fence Type: 
Stockproof Fence?: 
Corrections to Remnant Map: 
Recorder: 
Date of Survey: Contract No.: 
Remnant Vegetation Protection Scheme 
Survey Data Collection 
Appendix 4. 
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Any other observations on the condition of the remnant not covered above, e.g. trees with 
dead tops (dieback); patches of dead trees etc.: 
Brief Comments on water erosion--------------------- 
____ (m) ____ (degrees) If "Yes", 
bearing and distance from transect. 
Yes/No Is there evidence of water erosion? 
Brief Comments on salinity _ 
____ (m) ____ (degrees) If "Yes", 
bearing and distance from transect. 
Yes/No Is there evidence of salinity? 
Brief Comments on grasses and/or weeds ------------------ 
____ (m) ____ (degrees) If "Yes", 





Has rubbish been dumped on remnant in last 
five years and/or since last inspection? 
Has timber been cut from the remnant in last 
five years and/or since last inspection? 
Has gravel been extracted from the remnant in 
last five years and/or since last inspection? 
Is there invasion of grasses or weeds? 
Yes/No Is there evidence of fire in last five years? 
If yes, how much covered? 
Yes/No 
Yes/No Are burrows present 
and showing signs of recent activity? 
• Other land condition information 
Yes/No Are faeces recent? 
Appendix 4. (continued) 
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Activity Source of funds 
Agriculture CALM Curtin University RVPS 
1. Publicity and promotion 
0 Printing (nomination 
forms, pamphlets, 
posters, Certificates of 
Covenant, postage) 
1,267 - - 180 
- salaries - - - 1,764 
-materials 
0 Publicity and promotion 
( advertisements, press 
articles, radio interviews) 
1,131 - - - 




- salaries 5,492 20,000 - - 
- travelling 280 2,563 - - 
3. Grant contracts and 
memorials 
- salaries 8,913 - - - 
-materials - - - 123 
4. Monitoring - - - - 
(Survey maps, data 
collection, data analysis, 
data capture) 
5. Fencing grants - - - 285,880 
Totals 17,893 22,563 - 287,947 
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Activity Source of funds 
Agricu]ture CALM Curtin University RVPS 
1. Publicity and promotion 
0 Printing (nomination 
forms, pamphlets, 
posters, Certificates of 
Covenant, postage) 
- saJaries 2,000 - - 160 
- materiaJs - - - 4,102 
0 Pub]icity and promotion 
( advertisements, press 
articles, radio interviews) 
- saJaries 1,727 - - - 
- travelling 810 - - 3,333 
2. Assessment and 
administration 
- saJaries 10,276 21,000 - - 
- travelling 280 2,650 - - 
3. Grant contracts and 
memoriaJs 
- saJaries 7,810 - - - 
- materiaJs - - - 705 
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Activity Source of funds 
Agriculture CAI.M Curtin University RVPS 
4. Monitoring 
(Survey maps, data 
collection, data analysis, 
data capture) 
0 Initial survey 
- Data collection 
analysis 
- salaries 28,500 23,897 




- travelling (vehicle 10,518 - 2,000 1,603 
hire, fuel) 
- materials (film, 1,680 - - 880 
fence posts) 
- capital ( computer - - - 1,290 
software, 
maintenance) 
- - - 5,945 
5. Fencing grants - - - 445,350 
Totals 35,110 23,750 30,500 487,265 
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Activity Source of funds 
Agriculture CALM Curtin University RVPS 
1. Publicity and promotion 
0 Printing (nomination 
forms, pamphlets, 
posters, Certificates of 
Covenant, postage) 
- salaries 2,049 - - 800 
-materials - - - 3,498 
0 Publicity and promotion 
(advertisements, press 
articles, radio interviews) 
- salaries 
- travelling 1,769 - - - 
545 - - - 
2. Assessment and 
administration 
- salaries 10,533 22,155 - - 
- travelling 310 2,845 - - 
3. Grant contracts and 
memorials 
- salaries 8,015 - - - 
- materials - - - 560 
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Activity Funds 
Agriculture CALM Curtin University RVPS 
4. Monitoring 
(Survey maps, data 
collection, data analysis, 
data capture) 
0 Initial survey 
- Data collection 
analysis 
- salaries 29,925 55,615 
- Supply of maps, data 
capture, materials, 
vehicle 
- salaries 10,162 - 2,300 3,611 
- travelling (vehicle 
hire, fuel) 1,745 - - 3,074 
- materials (film, 
fence posts) - - - 1,594 
0 Land user monitoring 
records (supply) 
- labour (Design 
administration) 
- materials (folders, 592 - - - 
inserts, 
photographs) 
- - - 784 
5. Fencing grants - - - 425,799 
Totals 35,720 25,000 32,225 495,335 
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Shire Grants Area Fence length Grants Area (ha) Fence length Grant($) 
(No.) (ha) (km) ($) [±SD] (km) [±SD] [±SD] 
Beverley 5 280 13.9 13,420 56.0 2.8 2,684 
[±91.9) [± 1.4] [± 1,157] 
Boddington 1 46 3.1 3,565 46.0 3.1 3,565 
[na] [na] [na] 
BoyupBrook 2 23 3.7 3,885 11.5 1.9 1,943 
[na] [na] [na] 
Brookton 1 16 0.7 560 16.0 0.7 560 
[na] [na] [na] 
Broomehill 3 51 4.6 4,180 17.0 1.5 1,393 
[± 12.1] [± 0.9] [±886] 
Bruce Rock 13 467 19.3 18,690 35.9 1.5 1,438 
[±40.9] [±0.9] [±897] 
Corri gin 9 567 14.1 13,231 63.0 1.6 1,470 
[± 100.8] [± 1.0] [± 1,060] 
Cranbrook 4 592 15.0 12,250 148.0 3.8 3,063 
[± 136.0] [± 1.9] [± 1,431] 
Cu balling 3 85 3.2 2,910 28.3 1.1 970 
[±21.7] [± 0.3] [± 286] 
Cunderdin 5 89 6.5 6,758 17.7 1.3 1,352 
[± 13.1] [±0.9] [± 945] 
Dalwallinu 3 35 4.1 3,830 11.7 1.4 1,277 
[± 3.8] [±0.8] [± 917] 
Dowerin 1 40 2.5 2,760 40.0 2.5 2,760 
[na] [na] [na] 
Dumbleyung 10 307 23.0 22,808 30.7 2.3 2,281 
[±23.7] [± 1.6] [± 1,679] 
Gnowangerup 18 4,652 43.8 44,688 25.8 2.4 2,483 
[± 29.1] [±2.0] [±2,109] 
Goomalling 4 234 15.3 14,815 58.5 3.8 3,704 
[± 21.1] [± 1.3] [± 726] 




Shire Grants Area Fence length Grants Area (ha) Fence length Grant($) 
(No.) (ha) (km) ($) [±SD] (km) [±SD] [±SD] 
Katanning 1 50 0.5 550 50.0 0.5 550 
[na] [na] [na] 
Kellerberrin 14 398 29.0 27,224 28.4 2.1 1,945 
[±28.5] [± 1.6] [± 1,501] 
Kent 15 775 48.2 45,715 51.7 3.2 3,048 
(±46.2] [± 1.8] [± 1,469] 
Kojonup 2 45 7.2 5,760 22.5 3.6 2,880 
[na] [na] [na] 
Kondinin 15 902 36.8 37,525 60.1 2.5 2,502 
(±33.9] [±33.9] [±33.9] 
Koorda 4 624 14.3 11,890 156.0 3.6 2,973 
[± 101.0] [± 1.2] [± 746] 
Kulin 24 633 44.9 47,375 26.4 1.9 1,974 
[± 42.1] [± 1.8] [± 1,883[ 
Lake Grace 61 1,609 124.9 128,365 26.4 2.1 2,104 
[± 24.7] [± 1.6] [± 1,563] 
Merredin 6 128 12.4 12,545 21.3 2.1 2,091 
[± 12.5] [±0.8] [± 883] 
Mt Marshall 8 730 21.3 22,365 9.1 2.7 2,7% 
[± 128.3] [± 1.1] [± 1,156] 
Mukinbudin 2 65 8.0 8,400 32.5 4.0 4,200 
[na] [na] [na] 
Narembeen 2 57 5.1 5,355 28.5 2.6 2,678 
[na] [na] [na] 
Narro gin 3 125 7.7 6,535 41.7 2.6 2,178 
[± 23.1] [± 1.4] [± 1,023] 
Northam 2 45 4.5 4,650 22.5 2.3 2,325 
[na] [na] [na] 
7(a) Continued 
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Totals Averages 
Shire Grants Area Fence length Grants Area (ha) Fence length Grant($) 
(No.) (ha) (km) ($) [±SD] (km) [±SD] [±SD] 
Plantagenet 4 167 13.8 11,000 41.8 3.4 2,750 
[::!: 52.3] [::!: 2.5] [::!: 2,020] 
Quairading 5 203 10.9 11,095 40.6 2.2 2,219 
[::!: 55.9] [::!: 1.6] [::!: 1,725] 
Teumbellup 5 367 14.3 13,265 73.4 2.9 2,653 
[± 101.2] [::!: 2.0] [::!: 1,978] 
Tammin 6 99 10.4 10,563 16.5 1.7 1,761 
[± 7.2] [±0.8] [±837] 
Trayning 1 45 1.9 1,995 45.0 1.9 1,995 
[na] [na] [na] 
Wagin 6 290 4.2 4,170 48.3 0.7 695 
[± 101.4] [±0.2] [± 184] 
West Arthur 7 285 16.6 17,103 40.7 2.4 2,443 
[±29.6] [±2.0] [± 2,310] 
Westonia 1 28 2.0 2,100 28.0 2.0 2,100 
[na] [na] [na] 
Wickepin 13 350 27.4 24,841 26.9 2.1 1,911 
[± 17.4] [±2.1] [± 1,832] 
Wongan- 1 25 2.0 1,592 25.0 2.0 1,592 
Balli du [na] [na] [na] 
Woodanilling 1 24 2.0 1,600 24.0 2.0 1,600 
[na] [na) [na) 
Wyalkatchem 1 40 1.3 1,000 40.0 1.3 1,000 
[±0] [±0] [±0] 
York 5 302 13.3 13,400 60.3 2.7 2,680 
[±34.3] [± 1.8] [± 1,990] 
Grand totals 310 16,341 687.5 673,344 42.1 2.3 2,155 
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Totals Averages 
Shire Grants Area Fence length Grants Area(ha) Fence length Grant($) 
(No.) (ha) (km) ($) [±SD] (km) [±SD] [±SD] 
Carn am ah 4 68 5.0 5,219 17.0 1.2 1,305 
[± 10.3] [±0.7] [± 758] 
Chapman 1 25 4.0 4,200 25.0 4.0 4,200 
Valley [na] [na] [na] 
Coo row 6 458 27.3 2,734 76.3 4.6 4,557 
[± 49.5] [±3.7] [±3,982] 
Dandaragan 3 166 5.9 5,570 55.3 2.0 1,857 
[±43.9] [±0.8] [±642] 
Gin gin 1 10 1.0 1,050 10.0 1.0 1,050 
[na] [na] [na] 
Greenough 1 40 1.3 1,040 40.0 1.3 1,040 
[na] [na] [na] 
Irwin 1 80 3.8 3,990 80.0 3.8 3,990 
[na] [na] [na] 
Mingenew 5 545 37.1 35,330 109.0 7.4 7,066 
[±86.0] [±4.1] [± 2,712] 
Moora 14 308 27.9 25,880 22.0 2.0 1,849 
[± 13.6] [± 1.1] [±830] 
Morawa 8 1,110 20.8 21,663 138.8 2.6 2,708 
[± 251.5] [± 2.5] 
Mullewa 4 294 14.5 14,350 73.5 3.6 3,588 
[± 117.7] [±3.6] [±3,926] 
Northampton 7 633 37.4 34,553 90.4 5.3 4,936 
[± 141.9] [±6.1] [±5,734] 
Three Springs 4 116 9.0 9,000 29.0 2.3 2,250 
[± 14.6] [± I.OJ [± 1,162] 
Victoria 3 675 25.0 20,000 225.0 10.8 9,290 
Plains [±325.2] [± 12.4] [± 9,436] 
Grand totals 62 4,528 220.0 184,579 70.8 3.7 3,549 
andRVPS [± 58.4] [± 2.7] [±2,396] 
averages 
[±SE] 
7(b) Region 2. Summary ofRVPS Areas, Fence Length and Grants in each Shire 
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Totals Averages 
Shire Grants Area Fence length Grants Area(ha) Fence length Grant($) 
(No.) (ha) (km) ($) [±SD] (km) [±SD] [±SD] 
Albany 3 39 6.2 7,011 13.0 2.1 2,337 
[±3.0] [± 2.5] [±2,960] 
Esperance 25 1,435 86.5 76,202 57.4 3.5 3,048 
[±62.5] [±3.2] [±2,490] 
Jerramungup 39 1,619 117.5 101,358 41.5 3.0 2,599 
[±40.1) [± 1.8) [± 1,690) 
Ravensthorpe 19 725 45.3 39,875 38.2 2.4 2,099 
[± 37.4) [± 1.0] [±835) 
Grand totals 86 3,818 255.5 224,446 37.5 2.8 2,521 
andRVPS [± 18.4] [±0.6) [±407] 
averages 
[±SE] 
7(c) Region 3. Summary ofRVPS Areas, Fence Length and Grants in each Shire 
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Totals Averages 
Shire Grants Area Fence length Grants Area (ha) Fence length Grant($) 
(No.) (ha) (km) ($) [±SD) (km) [±SD) [±SD] 
Denmark 9 493 19.7 16,994 54.8 2.2 1,883 
[±56.3) [± 1.7) [± 1,329) 
Manjimup 1 24 0.6 736 24.0 0.6 736 
[na] [na] [na] 
Waroona 1 9 1.0 700 9.0 1.0 700 
[na] [na] [na] 
Grand totals 11 526 21.3 18,430 29.3 1.3 1,106 
andRVPS [±23.3) [± 0.8) [±673) 
averages 
[±SE) 
7(d) Region 4. Summary ofRVPSAreas, Fence Length and Grants in each Shire 
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Shire Area (ha) and number of patches of remnant Area (ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation [No.] grants [SD] 
0-5ha 5-50ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Beverley 170 2,341 2,120 4,631 280 56.0 5 
[144] [136] [20] [300] [± 91.9) 
Boddington n.a. n.a n.a n.a. 46 46.0 1 
[na] 
BoyupBrook 1,965 5,630 7,913 15,508 23 11.5 2 
(1,204] (423] (55] (1,682] [na] 
Brookton 130 2,085 3,294 5,509 16 16.0 1 
[56] (124) (20] [200] [na] 
Broomehill 1,935 3,196 2,399 7,529 51 17.0 3 
(2,357] (255] (23] (2,635] [± 12.1] 
Bruce Rock 244 4,544 6,390 11,178 467 35.9 13 
(199] (310] (31] (540] [± 40.9] 
Corri gin 30 3,327 2,899 6,256 567 63.0 9 
[32] (240] (19] (291) [± 100.8] 
Cranbrook 1,400 12,445 41,032 54,877 592 148.0 4 
(526] [800] [192] (1,528] [± 136.0] 
Cu balling 499 3,054 2,381 5,925 85 28.3 3 
(224] (206] (25) (555] (±21.7] 
Cunderdin 77 1,903 1,504 3,514 89 17.7 5 
[19] (105] (17] [141] (± 13.1] 
Dalwallinu n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 35 11.7 3 
[± 3.8] 
Dowerin 266 2,488 2,182 4,936 40 40.0 1 
(130] (177] [14] (321] [na] 
Dumbleyung 220 6,817 19,545 26,582 307 30.7 10 
(76] (395] [96] [567] [±23.7] 
Comparison of the Area and Size Distribution of Existing Remnant Vegetation and 
RVPS Protected Vegetation in the Shires of each RVPS Region 
(a) Region 1 
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Shire Area (ha) and number of patches of remnant Area (ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation [No.] grants [SD) 
0-5ha 5-50 ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Gnowangerup 93 5,357 18,627 24,076 4,652 25.8 18 
[216] [342] [81) [639) [±29.1) 
Goomalling 38 3,179 7,171 10,388 234 58.5 4 
(20) (153) [39) [212) [± 21.1) 
Ka tanning 114 3,483 2,296 5,894 50 50.0 1 
[149) [260) [23] (432] [na] 
Kellerberrin 342 4,760 8,630 13,732 398 28.4 14 
[223) (274] (60) [557] [± 28.5) 
Kent 84 4,852 61,086 66,022 775 51.7 15 
[105) (309) (77) (491) [± 46.2) 
Kojonup 3,350 10,671 13,195 27,216 45 22.56 2 
(3,224] (734] (103] (4,061] [na] 
Kondinin 1,219 7,262 22,831 31,312 902 60.1 15 
(8-18] (486] (125] [1,429] (±33.9) 
Koorda 423 4,114 11,481 16,018 624 156.0 4 
(641] (233] (65] (939] [± 101.0] 
Kulin 99 2,297 4,529 6,925 633 26.4 24 
(34] [148] (32] (214] [± 42.1] 
Lake Grace 576 14,837 302,775 318,188 1,609 26.4 61 
(209] [820] (363) (1,392) (±24.7) 
Menedin 279 5,592 17,814 23,685 128 21.3 6 
[127] (339] [105] [571) [± 12.5) 
Mt Marshall 290 5,711 21,397 27,398 730 9.1 8 
[194) [301) (130) (525) [± 128.3) 
Mukinbudin 39 2,829 27,413 30,281 65 32.5 2 
(24] [143) [98) (265) [na] 
Narembeen 687 5,628 16,057 22,372 57 28.5 2 
[456) [375] [101) [932) [na] 
(a) Continued 
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Shire Area (ha) and number of patches of remnant Area (ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation [No.] grants [SD] 
0-5ha 5-50ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Narrogin 271 3,553 5,873 9,697 125 41.7[ 3 
[119) (201] [33] [363] ±23.1) 
Northam n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 45 22.5 2 
[na] 
Nungarin 93 1,726 4,931 6,750 - - - 
[50] [83] [30] [163] 
Pingelly 302 3,304 1,430 5,036 - - - 
[131] [211] [16] [458] 
Plantagenet 1,004 13,469 35,035 49,508 167 41.8 4 
[398] [853] [211] [1,462] [±52.3] 
Ouairading 131 2,037 1,438 3,606 203 40.6 5 
[68] [133] [15] [216] [±55.9] 
Tambellup 446 5,637 9,804 16,187 367 73.4 5 
[315] [354] [65] [734] [± 101.2] 
Tammin 98 1,360 455 1,912 99 16.5 6 
[32] [85] [6] [123] [± 7.2] 
Trayning 308 3,428 6,376 10,107 45 45.0 1 
[223] [198] [53] [474] [na] 
Wagin 46 1,367 1,369 2,784 290 48.3 6 
[30] [77] [12] [119] [± 101.4) 
West Arthur n.a, n.a. n.a. n.a. 285 40.7 7 
[±29.6] 
Westonia 181 15,781 42,269 48,231 28 28.0 1 
[66] [322] [133] [521] [na] 
Wickepin 357 5,835 5,639 11,831 350 26.9 13 
[123] [367] [44] [534] [± 17.4] 
Wongan- 993 4,324 3,967 9,284 25 25.0 1 
Balli du [602] [303] [33] [938] [na] 
(a) Continued 
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n.a. - not available. 
Shire Area (ha) and number of patches of remnant Area (ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation [No.] grants [SD] 
0-5ha 5-50ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Woodanilling 184 4,422 5,058 9,665 24 24.0 1 
[164) [370] [38) [522] [na] 
Wyalkatchem 193 2,141 4,974 7,308 40 40.0 1 
[144] [138) [15) [297] [na] 
Yilgarn n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 446 34.3 13 
[± 14.5] 
York n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 302 60.3 5 
[± 34.3] 
Totals (area) 19,176 196,786 755,579 961,858 16,341 310 
(No.) (13,872) (11,783) (2,618) (28,343) 
(a) Continued 
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n.a. - not available. 
Shire Area (ha) and number of patches of remnant Area (ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation (No.) grants [SD] 
0-5ha 5-50ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Carnamah 1,047 4,109 24,867 30,013 68 17.0 4 
[516) [276) [24) [816) [± 10.3) 
Chapman n.a. n.a, n.a, n.a. 25 25.0 1 
Valley [na] 
Coor ow 1,014 6,295 35,977 43,286 458 76.3 6 
[46] [414) [110) [984] [± 49.5] 
Dandaragan n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 166 55.3 3 
[± 43.9] 
Gin gin 1,424 4,718 52,057 58,199 10 10.0 1 
[865] [333] [96] [1,294] [na] 
Greenough 35 2,162 11,559 13,756 40 40.0 1 
[18] [104] [41) [163] [na] 
Irwin 750 4,544 28,515 33,089 80 8.0 1 
[284] (277] [73] [634] [na] 
Mingenew 229 1,954 6,922 9,105 545 109.0 5 
[139) (115] [43] [297] [±86.0] 
Moora 2,234 5,427 11,399 19,060 308 22.0 14 
[1,234] (409] [31) [1,674] [± 13.6] 
Morawa 993 5,545 14,899 21,437 1,110 138.8 8 
[523] [351] [79] [953] [± 251.5] 
Mullewa n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 294 73.5 4 
[± 117.7] 
Northampton n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 633 90.4 7 
[± 141.9] 
Three Springs 1,032 5,805 22,992 29,829 116 29.0 4 
[452] [363] [67] [882] [± 14.6] 
Victoria Plains n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 675 225.0 3 
[±325.2] 
Totals (area) 8,758 40,559 209,187 257,774 4,528 62 
(No.) (4,077) (2,642) (564) (7,697) 
(b) Region2 
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n.a. - not available. 
Shire Area (ha) and number of patches of remnant Area (ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation [No.] grants [SD] 
0-5ha 5-50ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Albany 276 6,625 42,631 49,532 39 13.0 3 
(208] (348] (151] (707] [± 3.0] 
Esperance 1,003 18,386 286,661 306,050 1,435 57.4 25 
(898] (1,017] (420] (2,344] [± 62.5] 
Jerramungup 211 4,678 120,725 125,614 1,619 41.5 39 
(403] [227] [131] [761] [± 40.lJ 
Ravensthorpe n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 725 38.2 19 
[± 37.4] 
Totals (area) 1,490 29,689 450,017 481,196 3,818 86 
(No.) (1,509) (1,592) (702) (3,812) 
(c) Region 3 
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n.a. - not available. 
Shire Area {ha) and number of patches of remnant Area {ha) and number of RVPS 
vegetation [No.] grants [SD) 
0-5 ha 5-50ha >50ha Total Total Average No. 
Augusta- 2,590 6,773 25,883 35,236 - - - 
Margaret [1,660) [456] [104) [2,220) 
River 
Bridgetown 718 2,908 3,929 7,556 - - - 
Green bushes [399) [189) [27] [615) 
Busselton 2,404 6,307 12,066 20,777 - - - 
(1,439] [448] [53] (1,940] 
Collie 734 2,363 14,199 17,296[66 - - - 
[462] [258] [41] (661) 
Dardanup 116 999 1,648 2,763 - - - 
[43) [59] [13) [115] 
Denmark n.a. n.a n.a. n.a. 493 54.8 9 
[±56.3] 
Donnybrook- 1,640 4,816 6,678 13,134 - - - 
Balingup [968] [348] [58] [1,374] 
Manjimup 732 6,303 19,804 26,838 24 24.0 1 
[426] [338] [109] [897] [na] 
Nannup 1,128 3,316 15,160 19,604 - - - 
[749] [201] [52] [1,002] 
Waroona n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 9 9.0 1 
[na] 
Totals (area) 10,062 33,785 99,367 143,204 526 11 
(No.) (6,146) (2,297) (457) (8,824) 
(d) Region4 
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Details 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 Three year 
totals/averages 
RVPS outlay($) 290,080 435,730 410,141 1,135,951 
Area protected (ha) 7,948 6,694 6,419 21,061 
Cost per unit area ($/ha) 36.50 65.09 63.89 53.94 
Average grant ($) 2,613 2,355 2,357 2,417 
Average size (ha) 71.6 36.2 36.9 44.8 
Number grants 111 185 174 470 
9(a) General Summary of RVPS Grant Disbursements 
RVPS Grant Disbursements 
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Region and Details 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 Three year 
totals/averages 
Region 1 
RVPS outlay($) 148,240 243,127 274,720 660,087 
Area protected (ha) 4,215 4,296 3,579 12,090 
Cost/unit area ($/ha) 35.2 56.6 76.8 56.2 
Average grant($) 2,088 2,231 2,163 2,161 
[± 1,487] [± 1,526] [± 1,582] 
Average size (ha) 59.4 39.4 28.2 42.3 
[± 68.5] [±56.7] [± 26.4] 
Number 71 109 127 307 
Region2 
RVPS outlay($) 71,840 74,710 70,513 217,063 
Area protected (ha) 1,932 941 1,655 4,528 
Cost/unit area ($/ha) 37.2 79.4 42.6 53.1 
Average grant ($) 4,266 2,688 4,148 3,701 
[±5,220] [±2,452] [±3,816] 
Average size (ha) 113.6 33.6 97.4 81.5 
[± 162.3] [± 36.3] [± 177.6] 
Number 17 28 17 62 
Region3 
RVPS outlay($) 57,280 109,398 63,858 230,536 
Area protected (ha) 1,413 1,313 1,168 3,894 
Cost/unit area ($/ha) 40.5 83.3 54.7 59.4 
Average grant ($) 3,369 2,605 2,202 2,725 
[±2,262] [± 1,787] [± 1,701] 
Average size (ha) 83.1 31.3 40.3 51.6 
[±69.9] [±29.0J [± 40.0] 
Number 17 42 29 88 
Region4 
RVPS outlay ($) 12,720 8,495 1,050 22,265 
Area protected (ha) 388 144 17 549 
Cost/unit area ($ha) 32.8 59.0 61.8 51.2 
Average grant($) 2,120 1.416 1,050 1,529 
[± 1,543] [± 781] [na] 
Average size (ha) 64.7 24.0 17.0 33.9 
[± 67.6] [± 17.8] [naJ 
Number 6 6 1 13 
9(b) Regional Summaries of RVPS Grant Disbursements (Standard deviations are 
shown in brackets) 
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Esperance Lake Grace 
CALM: Merredin Geraldton 
Narro gin Moora 
Bun bury Esperance 
Albany Manjimup 
LCDCs Ka tanning Chapman Valley 
Boyup Brook Ninan 
Kellerberrin Ravensthorpe 
Kalannie Many Peaks 
Bruce Rock Esperance 
Wagin Jerramungup 
Yilgam Manjimup 
Bibby Springs Serpentine/I arrahdale 
Irwin Collie 
Farmers Beacon Corri gin 
South Yilgam Jerramungup 
Newdegate Jerdacuttup 
Woodanilling Many Peaks 
Mingenew Gairdner 
Coo row Waroona 




RVPS Telephone Survey - 
(a) Localities of Respondents 
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2. Do you know where you can get applications from? 
3. Do you know if any of your neighbours have applied? 
- successfully? 
- unsuccessfully? 
4. Will you and your neighbours apply in the future? 
5. Do you think the Scheme encourages you and your district to protect remnant 
vegetation? If so, why? If not, why not? 
6. Do you think the Scheme has any shortcomings? If so, please name them? 
7. Do you think the Scheme could do more to help land owners protect remnant 
vegetation? If so, please elaborate? 
8. Would you like to see the Scheme continued? 
1. What do you know about the Scheme? For example, 
- 50% of total cost of fencing; 
- set aside for 30 years; 
- memorial on title; 
- various fence types; 
- annual allocation; 
- monitoring survey and management requirements. 
Appendix 1 o (continued) 
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Number of responses (percentages) 
Survey subject area DAWA CALM Farmers and 
LCDCs 
• Selection criteria and assessment 5 5 5 
(24%) (13%) (22%) 
• Fencing grants 7 1 10 
(33%) (13%) (43%) 
• Management conditions and memorial 13 1 13 
(62%) (13%) (57%) 
• Management guidelines 6 1 3 
(29%) (13%) (9%) 
• Monitoring surveys 0 1 2 
(0%) (13%) (9%) 
• Publicity and promotion 12 1 17 
(57%) (13%) (74%) 
• Administration 5 3 8 
(24%) (38%) (35%) 
lO(d) RVPS Client and Agent Survey Response Patterns 
Application Region 1 Region2 Region3 Region4 Totals 
• DAWA 
- Officers in charge 2 - 1 2 ) 
- Advisers 3 1 1 2 )- 21 
- NSCP Project Officers 3 4 2 - ) 
• CALM 2 2 2 2 8 
• LCDC 6 4 4 4 18 
• Farmer 
- Successful RVPS 5 4 3 3 ) 23 
- Unsuccessful RVPS 2 2 2 2 )- 
Totals 23 17 15 15 70 
lO(c) Affiliations of Persons Responding to the RVPS Telephone Survey 
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Subject area and respondents' affiliation Content of responses 
• Selection criteria and assessment 
- Farmers and LCDCs - minimum size of 5 ha eliminates protection of 
corridors; 
- all nominated areas should received a grant; 
- belief that grazed areas are ineligible; 
- salt lakes and other degraded areas should 
receive some assistance, perhaps at a lower 
level; 
- large areas to be traversed for assessments in 
some LCDCs is of concern; 
- Boyup Brook suggests inclusion in Region 1 
limits successful applications from the area; 
prefer inclusion in Region 4. 
- DA WA AND CALM officers - selection and assessment criteria are too 
restrictive to interest most farmers . 
• Fencing grants 
- Farmers and LCDCs - more funds should be available so that a larger 
number of land users can be assisted; 
- assistance should be available retrospectively 
and should include replacement fencing; 
- grants should cover 100 per cent of materials 
and labour; 
- variations in fence type are well received. 
- DA WA and CALM officers - more funds should be available so a larger 
number can participate; 
- boundary fencing should be included; 
- grants should cover 100 per cent of materials 
and labour. 
• Management conditions and memorial 
- Farmers and LCDCs - restrictions on use are too severe - access 
during severe weather events would be 
helpful; 
- 30 year duration of agreement to "lock-up" 
protected areas is too long; 
- management of protected areas should be 
subject to local LCDC guidelines and 
inspections. 
Summary of Responses to the RVPS Telephone Survey lO(e) 
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Subject area and respondents' affiliation Content of responses 
- DA WA and CALM officers - restrictions on use are too severe - unlimited 
access is desired; 
- 30 year duration of "lock-up" is too long; 
- conditions (restrictions) on use of protected 
areas not well understood . 
• Management guidelines 
- Farmers and LCDCs - guidelines wanted on the management of 
remnants to enhance their conservation; 
- guidelines on what vermin control methods 
can be used in protected vegetation; 
- need to graze at all questioned. 
- DA WA and CALM officers - guidelines needed on management of weeds, 
vermin and fire control in protected remnants; 
- photographs - standards/points needed for 
reference/evaluation of management; 
- advice needed on shelter strips of trees and 
shrubs outside remnants; 
- Government agencies with land (e.g. DOI.A, 
DPUD) need to manage their vegetation better 
and in same manner . 
• Monitoring surveys 
- Farmers and LCDCs - more than one transect is required in large 
patches of protected vegetation. 
- DA WA and CALM officers - photographs of vegetation needed for self 
monitoring by farmers/LCDCs . 
• Publicity and promotion 
- Farmers and LCDCs - promotion of RVPS could be done better and 
cheaper by co-opting and assisting LCDCs; 
Continued lO(e) 
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Subject area and respondents' affiliation Content of responses 
- more incentives are needed to encourage land 
users to erect fences, e.g. tree seedlings for 
associated revegetation or low interest loans 
are needed for revegetation projects and 
waterways; 
- rate rebates are desirable for protected areas 
which are "unproductive" in terms of income; 
- poor feedback on whether conditions are being 
met or management is good; 
- poor feedback on successful and unsuccessful 
nominations; unsuccessful nominees have lost 
interest; 
- RVPS has achieved much and should be 
extended. 
- DA WA and CALM officers - publicity and promotion should better explain 
reasons why protection is important; 
- more information on RVPS objectives and 
operations required; perceived as relevant only 
to wheatbelt; 
- other incentives are required, e.g. tree 
seedlings for stock protection outside 
protected areas; 
- grants for fencing could cover larger distances 
if local conservation groups helped with fence 
erection; 
- promotional material should show fenced and 
unfenced bush; 
- poor feedback on R VPS results; 
- rate rebates should be available to land owners 
for protected areas . 
• Administration 
- Farmers and LCDCs - nomination forms are too complex; 
- district offices should have aerial photographs 
so LCDCs and farmers can better identify 
areas for RVPS; 
- forms should have a contact name and 
telephone number. 
- DA WA and CALM officers - prior warning of RVPS opening and closing 
dates would be appreciated. 
Continued lO(e) 
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12/89 Wandoo Woodland (with e5Mi/xGI C1: Eucalyptus I Om Eucalyptus wand<>o (21 ) 
Hall sedge underslory) C2: Cyperaceae 0.3fll Gahnia drummondii (13) 
Aldersvde 
13/89 Wandoo Woodland (wilh e5Mi/xGr CI: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus wandoo (24) 
Carter rvsh unders1ory) C2: Reslionaceae 0.2m Lo•ocarya aspera (O.S) 
Cunderdin 
1'/89 Powder-8ar1< Wandoo e45Mc/xGr C 1: Eucalyptus 13m Eucalyptus accedens (SO) 
Vanzeni Medium height Forest (wilh C2: low herbaceous cover unknown dicot spl71 (0.5) 
Moora soarse uncersterv) o.12m 
15189 Jarrah-Marrl Open e2,3MiixSI/ Cl: Eucalyptus 13m Eucalyptus marginal• (0.5). E. 
Karriview Woodland (with peppermint 
xGi 
C2: Myrtaceae 1.2m calol)hyPa (O.S) and E. megacarpa (0.5) 
Wine unde,sto<y and sedge CJ: Cyperaceae O.Sm Aoonis parvieeps (20) 
Denmark I around cover) Gahnia sold63 181 
I 6/8 9 Open Scrub of Sandalwood axSl/xGi C 1: Santalaceae 7m Santalum spicalum (5) 
Leake and Tan Walde (with C2: Acacia 1.0m Acacia hemtteles (21) 
Doodla.lline ressurrection planl ground CJ: Liliaceae 0.1 m Bory a nit id a (33) 1 Dem 
coverl 
1 7189 Wandoo low Woodland e5Mc C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus wandoo (I), E. Sp.lA18(49) 
···· ·Rtchards ······1------------- 
Kaurina ·······-·--···· 
1 8/89 Wandoo low Woodland e10Mc C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus uansconnnemans 117) and 
Slrahan E. spalhulata (3) 
"""eruo 
1 9/90 lake King Maflee (wilh eKl/mSi CI : Eucalyptus Euc.-,typ1us defle,a 
Cochfane Melaleuca lhickel) C2: Melaleuca <I.Sm Melaleuca uncinata 
Dar1<en 
20189 uke King Mallee (wilh eKi/mSc CI: Eucalyptus 1 Srn Eucalyptus dellexa (9) 
AR. JA Allen Melaleuca scrub over grass C2: Melaleuca 1.2rn Melaleuca uncina1a (19) 
Lake Kina and <ed-,e<l CJ: Poaceae/Cvoerac:eae Grass and seooe oround cover 
21189 Jarrah fores1 (wilh e2Mi/bli C 1: Eucalyp1us 22m Eucalyptus margina1a (20) 
Hutchins Sanksia unders1ory) C2: Banksia Sm Baoksia auenuata (6) 
Cranbrook CJ: Poaceae!Cvnoraceae Grass aoc seooe around cove< 
22189 Eucalyptus Woodland (over eMi/aSi C 1: Eucalyptus 18m Eucalyptus spprAJO (JO) 
Walsh Tan Wallle scrub) C2: Acacia 2m Acacia nerneretes ( 10) 
Sandee CJ: Poaceae I or ass mound cove, 





6/89 Mynaceous Thicket (with xSc/aZr/xGi C 1 :Mynaceae 2m:Hakea Cak>lhamnus quadrilidus (18) 
T,ans. Aust. acacia undelSIO<y and I.Sm Hakea costa1a (1 I) 
Bad(lingana around a>ver of sedges) C2: Acacia 05m Acacia r,irgonopnyna (SJ 
CJ: Cyperaceae 0.3m C1us1is dioQ 111) 
7/89 Banksia low Woodland bLc/xZr C 1 : Banksia Sm Banksia menzies1i {2) and B pnonotes A. Tonkin (wilh mynaceous C2:Mynaceae D.Sm (' 9) Moota unde,slo,y and pround CJ:Reslionaceae O. Im ven;co,dia densilJo,a #20) cove, or restk>s-, Lo1oearva fle-.uosa f I l 
8/89 Euc:alypt Woodland (over eMi/eKl/mSi CI: Eucalyptus (tree ) Eucalyptus sp •C•2 (6) Cfappln Melafeuca lhid<et and I Om Eucalyptus sp •CJ (2) Frankland annual grass understory) C2: Eucalyptus (maQee) Melaleuca lanceolata (S) 
CJ: Melaleuc:a 6m orass and annuals grouno cove, 
C.: Poaceae e1e 
9/89 Open Malee Woodland e70Ki/mSi/xGI C 1 :Eucalyplus(mallee)2m Eucalyptus spathulata ( 1 OJ Manner (with lnoomplele cove,. C2:Melaleuc:a 1.Sm Melaleuca sparsinora (51 
Onger14> over melaleuca underslory CJ: Cyperaceae 0.3m Lep;dospenna angustalum (6) 
and ground cover of sedQes grass ground cover 
andnrasses 
1 0/89 Salmon Gum Woc,cjand e8Mi/mSr CI: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus salmonophoia (11) 
Sloan (over Melaleuca thlcl<el) C2:Melaleuca 3m Melaleuc:a unona1a (2) Kondinln 
11/89 low Eucalypt Woodland eMi/xZI C 1 :Eucalyptus I Om Eucalyptus sp (present in bloc>. but not 
Barber with mi•ed low understory C2:Mi•ed ground cover recorded in th 1ransecl} 
Condo1Q14> (Mynacceae etc) 0.1 m Baed<ia latens (2) and Goodenia spp 
O.Jm •E78 121 & Miercorvs snnlE82 121 
REMNANT VEGETATION PROTECTION SCHEME 1989 
(a) 1988/89 Protected Areas 
Monitoring Survey Botanical Data 
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33/89 Albany Blackbull (over e55Mi/cMl/xSc C 1: Eucalyptus \Om Eucalyplus s1aeri (22) 
T.+D Pedro Casuarina unders1ory over C2: Allocasuarina 13m Allocaseurina traseriana (t4) 
Denmark Agonis 1hickets over wilh C3: Myt1aceae I .Sm Agonis hypericilo~a (26) and A. 
Blackboy and sedges) C~: Cyperaceae 0.8m parviceps (10) 
CS: Xanthonhoeaceae Cyalhoclaeta clandestina (9) 
0.6m Xanthorrhoea preissii (6) 
Grass and annual ground cover 
34/89 Wandoo Woodland (over e5Mi/cMr CI :Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus sp1B56 (18) and E. wandoo 
Crossly Casuarina underslory) C2: Casuarina 15m ( 19) 
Wagin CJ: Poaceae Casuarina c,islala (8) 
Grass and annual around cover 
35/89 York Gum Woodland (over e5Mi/cSc C 1: Eucalyp1us 1 Sm Eucalyptus loxophleba ( 16) 
While Melaeuca lhic:kets over C2: Allocasuarina/Acacia Allocasuarlna campestris (27) 
Miling Dryandra scrub) 2m Acacia hem~eles (2) and A. lineolata (3) 
CJ:Poaceae 2m 
grass Qround cover 
36/89 Kangaroo Island Malle eKi/xGi CI: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus utms (5) and E. anceps (6) 
Blewl11 (over sedges and restios) C2: Cyperaceael Lepidosperma smeUi (5) and Loxocarya 
1-w,plOun Restionaceae tascicutara 171 
3 7/89 Open Mallee (over mSi/eKr/xZi C 1: Melaleuca •m Melaleuea penlagona ( 14) 
Ca"1)bell + Melalauca) C2: Eucatyplus 1 m Eucalyptus kasseilii (5) 
Sons or C3: Epac:rldaceaa/ Laucopo9Qn opponens (3) 
Jerdacunup Merafeuca scrub (wilh or Diflineacaae <1 m Hibberlia gracilipes (3) 
sparse mallee) grass and sedge gound cover 
eKr/mSl/xZi 
38/89 Open low Woodland ol York e6Lr/mSr C I : Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus toxophleba (2) 
Price Gum (cvar Melaleuca) C2: Metaleuca 2m Melaleuca accuminata (9) 
Onoel'\4l CJ: Cyperaceae 0.3m Lepidosperma tenue (5) 
grass and annual qround cover 
39/89 Marri Fores! ( wi1h largely e3Mc CI: Eucalyptus 13m Eucalyptus callophylla (31) 
Jorgenson annual ground cover) C2: Juncaceae lm Juncus pallidus (251 
Kojonup C3: Poaceae/Aste<aceae Hypoehaeris glat><a (19) and grass 
I orouno cover 
23/89 Herb lield (wilh scanered xSr/xFi CI: Sapmdaceae I .Sm Doctonea inaequelolia (2) 
Porter Hop Bush scrub) C2: Poaceae/Asu,,aceae Grass ground cover and Podolepis 
Kalbarri capillaris (l 2) 
24/89 Swamp Yate Woodland (over e7Mi/mSi/xGi C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Sm Eucalyptus occidentalis ( 1 0) 
Palomar Eslate Melateuca thicket) C2: Melaleuca 9m Melaleuca cvhc:ularis (•) and M. 
Frankland CJ: Acacia o.,m pen1a9onia (5) 
CA: Restilonaceae 0.1 m Acacia putchella var glaberrima (1) 
Reslio chaunocoteus (7) 
Grass and annual oround cover 
25/89 Redwood lDwWoodand e10LilxGi Cl: Eucalyptus 8m Eucalyplus uanscontinentatis (24) 
Jenninos (over grass and C2: Poaceae 0.6m Spartoehloa scirpoidea (5) 
Ooodlakine ressurrecnon plan!) C3: Uliaceae Borya ni1ida ('I 
26/89 Gimlet-Open Woodland e43Lr/mSc/ CI : Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus salub<is(S) and E. baudinia 
Rotll> (over Melaleuca thicket) xFr C2: Melaleuca <3m ( 6) Caba CJ: O>enopodaceae Melaleuca adnata (8), M. cardiophylla 
C4:Poaceae (13). M. ao.,minata (5) and M. uncinata 
(3) 
Sclerolaena diacantha (5) 
r arass around cover 
27/89 Wandoo Woodand e5Mc/xGi CI: Eucalyptus 2Sm Eucalyptus wandOo (59) and E. spp#B8 
Andersons C2: Cyperaceae/ (') 
Corrigin Restionaceae <O.Sm Mesomelaena srygia ( 15) and Lepyrodia 
CJ:Poaceae sp ,es (21 
Grass and annual around oover 
28/89 Casuarina Woodland wilh c2Mi/a19Sr C 1 : Casuarina 12m Casuarina ctis1ata (S} 
Buller Jam spat5a Saub C2: Acacia Sm Acaci1 1cumM'la1a ( 1) 
Yearlerina C3:Poaceae Grass and annual around cover 
29/89 Jam Saub a1gSl/xGi Cl: Acacia 7m Acacia ao.,mlna1a (1') 
Pierres C2: Uliaceae Borya nitlda (9) 
Wvalkelchem 
31/89 York Gum woodland (over e6Mi/mMi/dSr C 1 : Eucalyp1us 1 Om Eucalyplus loxophleba ( 19) 
Williams Melaeuca lhidtelS over C2: Melaleuca 10m Melaleuca uncinata (9) 
Dumblevuno .- Drvandra scrubl C3: Pro1eaceae 1.Sm Drvandra armata (3) 
32/89 Dead YOl1< Gum woodand (es)ixGi C 1 : Eucalyptus dead Eucalyptus loxophleba (all 1rees dead) 
RllJdes (whh grass ground cover) C2:Poaceae grass ground cover 
Narrooin 
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,a,89 York Gum Woodland e5Mc/xGl/kCr Cl: Eucalyptus 18m Eucalyptus loxophleba (30) 
Bergin C2: Cyperaceae 0.7m Gahnia lriflda (8) 
Yealerlng C3: Chenopodaceae 02m Atripfex bunburyana (1) 
, mass nround cover 
'9189 Eucalyptus Woodland eMildSrlxZr C 1: Eucalyptus 16m Eucalyp1us spp1B67 (5) 
CYConnell C2: Proteaceae Sm Hibberlla spp#B69 (2) and H. 
Darf<en CJ: Dileniaceae < 1 m quadrlcolor (1) 
Dryandra sessilis (2) 
50/89 Acacia Woodand axSi/xZr C 1 : Acacia 2m Acacia accuminata ( 1) 
Michael C2: Caesalplnaceae Im Acacia andrewsil <•l 
Mingenew C3:Poaceae Lablchea lanceolata (6) 
nrass "'round cover 
51189 Jarrah I Marri Woodland e2,5Mi/xZr Cl: Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus calophylla (9) and E. 
Carr C2: Dileniaceae <Im marglnala (16) 
Mt Barker Hibberlia oommutata (2) 
r crass nround cover 
52189 Wandoo I Yate Tan e5,7Ti C 1: Eucalyptus 30m Eucalyptus occidentalis (8) 30m 
Hams Woodand C2: Poar:eae Eucalyplus · wandoo (19) 25m 
Cranbrook i crass ,,round cover 
53189 Dryandra Heath dZi C1: Proteaceae <Im Dryandra sessilis (5), D. nivea (7) and 
Manners D. uldenta (6) 
Geraldton Banksla scabrella 151 
5"89 York Gum I Wandoo e5,6Mc/aSr Cl: Eucalyp1us t5m Eucalyptus wancloo (16) and E. 
Davey· Woodand C2: Acacia 2m loxophleba (22) 
Wag in C3: Poaceae Acacia sar,gna (3) 
I nrass mound cover 
55189 Salmon Gum Open Tall e8Trte10K c Ct: Eucalyplus 30m Eucalyplus salmonophoia (8) 
Fisher Woodland (over Redwood C2: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus transconlinentalis (64) 
Hines Hill Mallee) C3: Proteaceae 1 m Grevillea huegelli ( 1) 
I crass nround cover 
56/89 Karri Tall Forest e1Tc/cMi C 1: Eucalyptus 25m Eucalyptus diversicolor (46) 
Bventon C2: Allocasuarina 9m Allocasuarina decussata (7) 
Bow Bridge CJ: T remandraceae/ Tremandra stelligera ( t 1) and 
Rhamnaoeae < 1 m Trymalium spathulalium (7) 
crass nround cover 
,0190 Pro1aceoust Myt1aceous xSi/aZr/xGi C 1 : Melaleuca I.Sm Melaleuca meoacephala (1) 
Burgess Hea1h (with Acacia and C2: Proleaceae lrn Dryandra sessilis (5) 
Kalbarri sedge understory) C3: Acacia O.Sm Acacia spalhulifolia (22) c,: Cyperaceae/ Mesomelaena pseudoslygia (6) 
Restionaceae <lm Eooeiocotea monos1achya (8) 
,1199 Open Woodland ol Salmon eBMr/xGi C 1: Eucalyplus 25m Eucalyplus salmonophloia (') 
Ru1herford G.m C2: Cyperaceae 0.1 m Gahnia 1rir.da (8) and grass and annual 
Narembeen nround cover 
,2199 Wamoo Woocland e5MilxZi C 1: Eucalyptus 17m Eucalyplus wandoo (22) 
Friend C2: Fabaceae O.'lm Bossiaea eriocarpa (16) 
Darken C3:Poaceae crass nround cover 
•3189 York Gum Open Low e5Li/a,hSr Cl: Eucalyptus Eucalyptus loxophteba ( 15) 
Verrall Woodand C2: Acacia/ Hake a <3 Acacia hemlleles (2) and Hakea p,esseii 
Thr11 Springs CJ: Poaceae lie (8) 1.5m 
: nrass nround cove, 
'4/89 Mixed Open Low Woodland xLr/xSr C 1 : Loranlhaceae ,m Nuylsia llorlbunda (2) 
Tidow C2: Allocasuarina/ Allocasuarina humilis (') 
Gb;on Myr1aceae <2m Lepidosperma tenue (2) 
C3:C~ae mass and annual nround rover 
,s199 Wandoo Forest (with grass e5Mc C 1: Eucatyplus 22m Eucalyptus wandoo (62) 
Wealherhead ground cover) C2:Poaaaae grass ground cover 
Ponanvinninn 
•6189 Swamp Yale Woodland (with e7Mi/mSr C 1 : Eucalyplus I 7m Eucalypllls oa:identalis ( 11) and E. 
G+P Davis Melaleuca understory) C2: Melaleuca incrassa1a <•> 
Onge"4) C3: Cyperaceae 0.3m Metaleuca cuticularis (1) and M. 
acuminala (2) 
Gahnia sp IE61 a (3) wilh grass and 
annuat nround cover 
'7189 Swamp Yale Woodland (over e7Mrte10Ki/ C 1: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus occidentalis (') 
He wilt 1+2 Kangaroo Island Mallee and 
mSi 
C2: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus anceps <•> and E. 
Jerramungup Melaleuca scrub) C3: Melaleuca Im 1ranscontinentalis <•> 
Melaleuca undulata (7) 
I crass and annual nround cover 
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66/89 Swan1) Yale Open Woodand e7Mi/hSr Cl: Eucalyptus 2Sm Eucalyptus occidental is (10) 
Brown C2:Hakea8m Hakea laurina (4) 
Needilup CJ: Chenopociaceae <1m Rhao<>dia prelssu (<1) - 
C.: C""""'ceae/ Poaceae I sedries and arass around cover 
67/89 Salmon Gum Woodand eaTl/eKi/kCr C1: Eucalyptus 30m Eucalyptus salrnonophylla (12) 
HF Proud (with Mallee and succulent C2: Eucalyptus 16m Eucalyptus myrladina (8) 
Hyden herb layer) CJ: Chenopodaceae o.•m Atriplex padulosa (3) and grass ground 
cover 
69/89 Wandoo I Mam Forest e3,5Md C 1 : Eucalyptus 2Sm Eucalyptus wandoo (76) 25m 
Benedict. Comm C2:Poaceae Eucalyptus calophylla (-4) 1'4m 
New Norcia I Qrass oround cover 
70/89 Banksla low Woodland b1,2LI C 1 : Banksia 3m Banksla menzesU (5) and B. attenuara 
Wesr C2: Mynaceae 0.4m (14) 3m 
Badgingarra CJ: Halorageceae 0.1 m Mynaceae sp,75 (3) 
Gonocarous ohhvo~es 13) 
71 /89 Jarrah/Marlock Forest e3,5Md C 1 : Eucalyptus 28m Eucalyptus marglnata (10) 
Schilling C2: Hakea 0.4m Eucalyplus redunca (21) 
Brookton C3: Zamleceae 0.4m Hakea erineca (2) 
Macrozamia reidlei (1) 
72/89 Wandoo Woodland (over e5Mi/mSI Cl: Eucalyptus 11m Eucalyplus wandoo (15) 
Ling Melaleuca thicket) C2: Melaleuca <2m Melaleuca att. spicigera (2) 
Kunjln CJ:Poaceae Melaleuca uncinata (13) 
Gastrolobium triloblum (1) 
orass ground cover 
73/89 Yori< Gum dense Woodand e5Md Cl: Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus loxophleba (62) 
Carruthers C2:Poaceae grass and annual ground cover 
Bullarlno 
7-4/89 Coastal Moon I.Dw Woodland e33LitmSc C 1 : Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyptus platypus (13) 
Sanadowns (with Melaleuca thicket) C2: Melaleuca/ Santalaceae Melaleuca cardiophylla (37) 
Tambellup <lm Exocarpus aphyllus (10) and 
CJ: Cyperaceae 0.2m Lepidosperma splC 18 (3) 
grass Qround cover 
75/89 Open low Woddland eLl/mSc C1: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus sp #E259 (21) 
Gran I- C2: Melaleuca 1 m · Meialeuca adnara (5) 
Williams CJ:Poaceae grass oround cover 
NPWrinale 
58/89 Open Salmon Gum Woodand e8Mi/eKr/mSr Cl: Eucalyptus 25m Eucalyptus salmonophlioa (9) 25m 
D+G Hare (with Mallee and Melaleuca C2: Melaleuca 1 Om Eucalyptus cylindrocarpa (5) 1 Om 
Hyden understory) Melaleuca uncinata <•> 2m 
I oras.s around cover 
59/89 Oil Mallee over Melaleuca e Kr/m 51/axS I C 1 : Eucalyptus 1 Sm Eucalyptus l<ochi (3) and E. 
lee over Acacia Thicket C2: Metaleuca 3m cylindrlflora (1) 
Wu bin CJ: Acacia <3m Melaleuca nematophyla ( 16) 
Acacia coolgardiensii (9) and A. acuaria 
(6) 
61189 Red Capped Malle& over eKr/mSl/xZI Cl: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus dissimulata (5) 
A. Duncan Mynaceous scrub over C2: Myrtaceae <1 m Leptospermum erubescens (1•) and 
FIUgerald Epacrids CJ: Epacridaceae <0.3m Melaleuca glaberrina (5) 
C.: Cyperaceae Leucopogon firnbriatus (6) and L 
conostephioides (6) 
seeoe ijlOUnd a,yer 
62/89 Kanoaroo Island MaRee eKr/xlr/mSI Cl: Eucalyptus •m Eucalyptus anceps (3) 
A+P de Grussa (with mixed understory) C2: l.Dranthaceae 3m Nuytsia ftorlbunda (5) 
Esperance CJ: Myrleceae 1.6m Calothamnus asper <•> 
C.: Melaleuca 1m Melaleuca lulgens (2) 
Leptospermum incanum (3) 
I orass and annual _ground cover 
63/89 Hook Leaf Mallee eKl/mSi Ct: Eucalyptus 5m Eucalyptus uncinara (3) and E. 
Tomijnson C2: Melaleuca 3m occldentalis (7) 
Gairdner River CJ: Cyperaceae Melaleuca cuticularis (7) and M. 
sublalcata <•> 
sl!dM around cover 
6•/89 Mallee over Melaleuca eKc/mSi Cl: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus subangusta (15) and E. 
Van Oriel thicket C2: Melaleuc:a <2m erylhlonema var. marginata (9) and E. 
Oalwalllnu ~ gardnerl (15) 
Melaleuca uncinata (15) and M. 
cardiophvlla 19) 
65/89 Very Open Span:e Heath eKr/xzr Cl: Eucalyptus <1m Eucalyptus kesselii (1) 
FE Grny C2: miscellaneous <0.5m Banksia media {0.5) and Glischrocaryon 
Salmon Gums CJ: Cyperaceaa' Poaoeae aurem (1) and Pimella angustilolla (11 
I ...aw, and orass around cover 
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85/89 Wandoo Forest (with e5Mc/cSi C 1: Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus. wandoo (52) 
Spencer Casuarina understory C2: Allocasuarina 1.2m Allocasuarina drummondiana (12) 
Watheroo CJ: Hakea 0.4m Hakea lissocarpa (3) 
crass around cover : 
86/89 Heath/Dwarf Shrubs xzc C 1: very mixed Acacia harveyl (4) and A. cupularis (2) 
Lynch C2:Poaceae with Thomasia anguslilolia (5) and 
Gairdner River Grevilia panlculata (4) and Daviesia 
sp#0176 (3) 
arass around cover 
87/89 Melaleuca Heath mZc C 1: Melaleuca 1 m Atriplex sp#E258 (4) 
Ounkeld C2:Poaceae Melaleuca uncinata (7) 
Newdgate Acacia sp1E153 (3) 
arass oround cover 
88/89 Wandoo/ Yori< Gum e5,5M c Cl: Eucalyptus 25m Eucalyptus wandoo (24) 
Flogers Woodand C2: Pillosporaceae/ Eucalyptus loxophleba (4) 
Tammln Aslerac:eae < 1 m Billiardiera candida (3), Olearia 
muellerl 171 
89/89 Yori< Gum/ Jam Woodland e5Mita19L i C 1: Eucalyptus 22m Eucalyptus loxophleba (16) 
Bynon (resurrecOon plant and C2: Acacia Sm Acacia acumlnata (13) 
Konongorring grass groundcover) CJ: Uliaceae Bory a nitida ( 13) 
, crass around cover 
90/89 eMi/a19L c Cl: sp#B44 unknown sp #844 ( 1 OJ 2Sm 
Sutherland C2:Acacia Acacia acumlnata (26) Sm 
Oumblevuno -- · orass nround cover 91/89 Mid Dsnse Hea1h xZc Cl: Proleaceae/ Mynaceae Grevillea-pilosa subsp pinaster (8), 
Fraze1 Mynaceae/ Proleaceae lm Melaleuca radula (23) 
Northhamplon C2: Epacridaceae <Im Gastrolobium oxylobioides (8), Slyphelia 
CJ:Poaceae melaleucoides (9) 
· crass around cover 
92/89 Yori< Gum Woodland e5Mc C 1: Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus loxophleba (37) 
Cor1<e C2:Poaceae grass ground cover 
Yearlerino 
93/89 Mixed Wanooo Yori< Gum eS,5Mi C 1: Eucalyplus 25m Eucalyptus loxophleba (5) 
O'Brien Woodland C2: Poaceae Eucalyptus wandoo (15) 
Pinnellv crass mound cover 
76/89 Low Woodland ol Yori< Gum e5Mi/aSi/kCr C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus loxophteba ( 12) 
HL.dson C2: Acacia 2.Sm Acacia rammulosa (9) and A. enerva (4) 
Kalannie C3: Chenopodiac,,ae 0.4m Alriplex sp#32 (4) and A. all. vesicara 
(1) 
crass nround cover 
77/89 Low Opem Wandoo WO<Xbnd e5MI C 1: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus wandoo (9) 
Fulwood C2: LUiaceae o. 1 m Borya nltida (5) 
Meckerinn CJ:Poaceae • orass and annual oround cover 
78/89 Acacia I Melaleuca thicl<et a,cSc C 1 : Acacia 2m Acacia acuminata (1 S) 
Scholz C2: Melaleuca I .Sm Melaleuca unclnala (13) 
Kalannie C3: Allocasuarina Im Allocasuarina campestris (11) 
Borva nilida l1l 
79/89 Open Owari Scrub xzr Cl: Proteaceae 0.6m Grevillia plurijuga (2) 
Polkinghorne C2: Acacia 0.3m Acacia sp1E160 (3) 
Grass Paleh C3: Poaceae etc ; crass annual and s"'1ne around cover 
80/89 Swamp Mallee-Open e70Mr/mSXi C 1 : Eucalyptus 25m Eucalyptus spathulata (<1) and E. 
Murdock Woodland (with Melaleuca C2: Melaleuca 1.2m annulata (2) 
Pingerup scrub) CJ: Melaleuca 0.2m Melaleuca pauperlffora (2) 
Melaleuca thylodes (2) 
I orass around cover 
~1!40 WurJor, lDw Woodand e5 C 1 : Eucalyptus 12ni Eucalyptus splC17 (32) and E. wandoo 
Benn+Co. C2: Fabaceae 0.4m ( 2) 
Kojonup Bossiaea spinescens (4) 
arass around cover 
82/90 Very Open Mallee eKr/xZi C 1 : Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus uncinata (2) 
Shelton (Mynaceous heath C2: Acacia/ Mynac,,ae Acacia saligna (6) 
Gairdner Rive!. understory 0.6m Kunzea spl0149 (9) 
crass and seooe nround rover 
83/89 Wandoo Forest (with Jam e5Mcta13Lr C 1: Eucalyptus I Sm Eucalyptus wandoo (54) 
Whittington understory) C2: Acacia Sm Acacia acuminala ( 1) 
Bullarina CJ:Poaceae crass around cover 
84/89 Yori< Gum Mid Dense e6Mc C 1 : Eucalyptus 2001 Eucalyplus loxophleba (38) 
Burges Wocxland grass ground cover 
Broomehill 
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1 04/89 Sparce Mallee eKi/xZr Cl: Eucalyplus 15m Eucalyptus perangusta ( 10) 
PJ Mo19an C2: Mynaceae 0.4m Verticordia densillora (3) 
Jerramunnuo C3: Poaceae/ c..--aceae crass and seooe around cover 
1 05/89 Wandoo Woocland Cl: Eucalyptus 17m Eucalyptus wandoo (24) 
J+E Nollie C2: Proteaceae 4m Dryandra sessilis (4) 
Narroain C3:Poaceae crass around cover 
106189 Sparce Mallee (with eKl/cSi/xZi Cl: Eucalyptus 18m Eucalyptus arachnea (4) 
Waite casuarina and Proteaceae C2: Allocasuarina 2m Allocasuarina campestns (22) 
Coorow understory) Heath CJ: Proteac:eae <1 m Petrophile macrostachya (11) and Hake a. 
scooiana f5l 
107/89 Sparce Mallee eKl/kCI C1: Eucalyptus <8m Eucatyplus dongarriensls (6) and E. 
Thomas C2: Aizioaceae 02m transcontlenlalis (4) 
Dowerin C3: Poac:eae Trianthema pilosa (10) 
! crass around cover 
108189 Marri Forest e505Mc/ali C 1: Eucalyptus 25m Eucalyplus calophylla (33) 
English C2: Dilleniaceae O.Jm Hibbenia commutata (2) 
Ml Barker C3:Poaceae crass and annual around cover 
109189 Wandoo/ York Gum Forest e5,5Mc/ali C 1 : Eucalyptus 30m Eucalyplus wandoo (35) and E. 
Smi1h (with Jam understory) C2: Acacia 4m loxophleba ( 19) 
Harrismilh C3:Poaceae Acacia acuminata (7) 
crass and annual nround cover 
110/89 Open Mallee ekl C 1 : Eucalyplus 11 m Eucalyptus phaenophylla subsp 
Chamberlain C2: Melaleuca <2m phaenophyna (12) and E. uncinata (3) 
Jerramungup CJ: Poaceae/ Cyperaceae Melaleuca uneinata (4) 
crass and sPt'Y'IA around cover 
111/89 Mid Dense Eucalypl eMc C 1: Eucalyplus 1 Sm Eucalyplus spl E303 (33) 
J+E Nonie Woodand C2: Fabaceae 05rn Gastrolobium lrilobium (2) 
Corrio in C3:C"""'aceae seooe oround cover 
1 39189 Swamp Yale Woodland e7Mi/cMi/mSr C 1 : Eucalyplus 18m Eucalyptus occidentalis (15) 
Earordson C2: Allocasuarina 12m Allocasuarina huegeliana (7) 
Jerramungup C3: Melaleuca 2m Melaleuca sp#E2 (4) and M. uncinata 
( 3) 
crass annual and seooe around rover 
9 4 /8 9 Open Melaleuca Scrub m li/xZc C1: Melaleuca 7m Melaleuca cuticularis (5) 
Biddulph (over mid*dense neatn) C2: Chenopodaceae 05m Halosarcia spl E73 (21) 
Jerramunouo C3: Mvnaceae O. lm Mvnaceae s<>aE251 C29l 
96/89 low Mallee eKI Cl: Eucatyplus 4m Eucalyptus sporadica (25) 
Kuiper C2: Poac:eae grass and sedge ground cover 
JerramunouD 
97/89 Flooded Gum Woodand e15Mi/mlr C 1: Eucalyptus 22m Eucalyplus rudis (29) 
Yarana Past Co. (with Melaleuca C2: Melaleuca 4m Melaleuc.i cuticularis (6) 
Ml. Barker underslory) C3: Juncaceae 0.8m Juncus krausii (3) and orass ground 
cover 
98/89 Tannin Mallee with eKr/mSi/cSi Cl: MelaleucaJ Eucatyplus Melaleuca uncinata ( 12) 
Marlin Melaleuca Open Scrub 3m Eucalyplus leplopoda (5) 
Koorda C2: Allocasuarina 2m Alloc.isuarina cornicutata {13) 
C3: Acacia/ Melaleuca Acacia longispinea (7) 
<2m Melaleuc.i all. holosericia 121 
99/89 Karri/ Triple Dense Tall e1,68Td Cl: Eucalyptus 40m Eucalyptus diversicolor (44) and E. 
R. Pedro Fores I C2: Cyperaceae < 1 m jacksonia (34) 
Walpole C3: DeMStaedtiaceae <1 m Lepldospermum eflusum (10) 
Pleridium escutenturn (8) with grass and - annual around cover 100/89 Karri/ I rip1e Dense Tall e1,68Td/cMi C 1 : Eucalyptus 31 m Eucalyplus diversicolor (32) 
R. Pedro Foresl (with Casuarina C2: Allocasuarina 12m Eucalyplus jacksonii (20) 
Walpole underslory) C3: Cyperaceae <1 m Allocasuarina oecussata (13) 
Leoidosoermum eflusum 1121 
1 01 /89 Yon< Gum Woodland e5Mc/aZi Cl: Euc.ilyptus 12m Eucalyplus loxophleba (33) 
Sasse C2: Acacia <1 m Acacia collelioides (5) and A. acuaria (2) 
Morawa with crass around cover 
102/89 Red Morre! Woodland (wilh e5Mi CI: Eucalyplus 27m Eucalyplus longicomis ( 15) and E. 
Heffernan liltle or no understory) C2: Poac:eae sp#C3 (12) 
Harrismilh crass around cover 
1 03/89 Albany Blackbull Low e55Mi/bclr C 1 : Eucalyptus 11 m Eucalyplus staeri (22) 
Woodward Woodand C2: Banksia/ Allocasuarina lraseriana (3) and Banksia 
Narikup Allocasuarina Bm li11oralis (6) 
C3: Myrtaceae <2m Agonis parviceps (14) and A. 
hvoericilolia Cl Bl 
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287/89 Spa,ce Low Woodland of eslb/mSr/xZl C 1 : Eucalyplus 3m Eucalyplus loxophleba { 1) 
York Gum (over C2: Melaleuca <1m Melaleuca undulala (9) 
Mynaceous hea1h ) C3: Mynaceae/ Proteaceae Leplospermum drummonctii (3) and ' 
Grevillea acerosa (4) 
Sparochla sclrpoidea (9) 
crass and seooe around cover 
140/89 Low Woodland of Moon and e33Li/mSr C 1: Eucalyp1us 9m Eucalyptus platypus ( 19) and E. dens a 
While Malle! CZ: Melaleuca <2m ( 5) 
Jerramungup C3: Cyperaceae 0.3m Melaleuca accuminata (2) 
Lepidospermum anguslalum (2) 
orass around cover 
155/89 Tan Red Gum Woo<Jand e18Ti C 1: Eucalyptus 3Dm Eucalyptus all. camaldulensis (25) 
Greaves CZ:Poaceae grass ground cover 
Minaenew 
156/89 $""'""' Yale Sparce open e7Lr/ekr/mSi C 1 : Eucalyplus 9m Eucalyplus occiden1alis (2) 
Faulkner low Woodland (over Mallee C2: Eucalyplus <2m Eucalyplus anceps (3) 
Ongerup and Melaleuca) CJ: Myrtaceae <2m Melaleuca hamulosa (5) and 
Lepidospermum erubescens (2) 
mass and S°""" around cover 
187/89 Low Mallee (wilh Melaleuca eKi/mSi Cl: Eucalyplus -etm Eucalyplus quadrans (15) and E. anceps 
Wes I lhickel) C2: Melaleuca 0.5m (3) 
Lake King CJ: Poaceaa'Cyperaceae Melaleuca ul\Cinaia (6) and M.lalerilolia 
( 4) 
· orass aMual and seooe around cover 
192/89 Mrytaceous Healh xZI Cl: Mynaceae 2m Schollzia spll87 (16) 
Crilch C2:Dasypogonaceael Acanlhocarpus preisii (2) 
Mullewa Liliaceae 0.4m Dianella revolla (2) 
CJ:Poaceae I orass around cover 
220/89 low Sparce Mallee eKr/mSi C 1: Eucalyplus 2m Eucalyplus phaenophyUa subsp 
(overmelaleuca scrub) C2: Melaleuca 1.2m phaenophylla (2) and E. sporadica (2) 
CJ: Euphorbiaceae 1.2m Melaleuca uncinala (10) 
C4: Cyperaceae 0.4m Beyria brevilolia (7) 
Gahnia att. arislala (3) 
I orass and seooe around rover 
261/89 Sparce Sand Mallee (over e, 5Lr/mSi/xZi C 1 : Eucalyplus 1.5m Eucalyplus eremophilla (7) 
Melaleuca lhickel over C2: Melaleuca 0.9m Melaleuca verminea (24) 
Proleaceae Mynaceous C3: Cyperaceae 0.9m Chorizandra enodis (6) 
nsatn ) C4: Pro1eaceae/ Mynaceae Grevillea paniculala (4) 
<0.5m Leplospermum oligandrum (4) 
, orass around cover 
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•B/90 Flooded Gum Low Woodand e15Li/aSi C 1: Eucalyplus 6m Eucalyptus rudis (26). E. occKlentalis. E. 
Shendan C2: Acacia Sm capihosa and E. sp •A440 
Grazing Co. CJ:Poaoeae Acaoa sali9na (5) 
Tambelluo I grass ground cover 
•9190 Marri Fores! e3Mc C 1: Eucalyplus 1 7m Eucalyp1us calophylla (36) and E 
Rocflester. N & C2: Mynaceae 0.7m marginata (12) 
Co CJ: Reslionaceae Agonis hypericiflora (7) 
Kmg River Loxocarya tasocorata (3) 
Numerous smau plants 
grass (weed) ground cover 
50/90 Al>any Blackbull Low e65Liibli C 1: Eucalyptus Bm Eucalyptus sraen (21) and E. bupreuurn 
Rochester. N & Woodand C2: Banksia 6m ( 12) 
Co CJ: Restionaceae Bank.sia grandis 16) 
King River Agonis hyperic:1110,a (20) 
Linosaea linearis {"') 
orass and weed Qround cover 
51 /90 Open low Mallee {over eKi/xSr Cl: Eucalyplus .tm Eucalyptus leprophloia (8) E. 
Williams. sparse Melaleuca) C2: Mynaceae e tm ;ohnsoniana (<1) and E. teuaeorua (<1) 
Donald & Jo Melaleuca sp,6'830312 {.t) and 
Badoinoarra Mvnaceae sP,8323 ( t l 
52191 Open low Mallee eKr C1: Eucalyptus 2 .Sm Eucalyptus suberea (7) E teptopnyua 
Williams, C2: Hakea e tm (<1) E. sp s8310 11) and E. acceoens 
Donald & Jo CJ: Cyperaceae Hak.ea erinacea (1) and H neurophylla 
Badgingarra (I) 
Numerous small planls 
sedoe ground cover 
53190 Sparse low Woodland elr/aSi er: Eucalyptus Jm Eucatyplus oldl,eldi, (3) 
Sedoewici<. C2: Ac.aoa2m Acacia s1gna1a ( 1 3) 
Stan & Co. 
Bruce Rock 
54/90 Whealbelt Wandoo Woodland eMc/cSr C 1. Eucalyptus 16m Eucalyp1us cap-uosa (291 
Perpeuiat C2: Alkx:asuarina 5m Allocasuarina acu11valv1s (4) 
l rusrees C3:Poaoeae grass 9round cover 
Balkulinc 





•3190 Sparse Low Manee (over eKb/mSi C 1 : Eucalyp1us Sm Eucalyptus Spa'AJOS (2) and E_ ea... Melaleuca scrub) C2: Melaleuca 1.2m hypochtamdea (2) and E_ piteata (2) 
Ravenslhorpe CJ: Poaceaf!/ Cyperaceae Melaleuca atl. pen1aoona (11} 
Metaleuca 9laberrima (5) 
_ grass and seooe around cover 
U/90 Sparse low Maltee (over eKr/xZr Cl: Eucalyptus <2m Eucalyptus sp,AJOS (6) and E. ea... Melaleuca scrub) C2: Mynaceae 0.3m hypochlamdea (2) 
Ravens1horpe CJ: Cyperaceae Mynaceiile sp •AJ01 (2) 
Lepodosperma att. 9raale (1) 
Numerous sman "'lllants 
•5190 Sparse Low Yale {over e7Lr/mSr C 1: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus occidentalis (3) and ea... Mynaceous scrub) C2: Mynaceae < 1 m E. hypochlamdea (2) 
Ravenstho<pe CJ: Cyperaceae Melaleuca pentagonia (•l 
Numerous small pianls 
Seooe oround CJ:Ne< 
• 6/90 Sparse Low Yate (over e7Lr/mSr Cl: Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus occldentalis (2) and E_ 
Cake G.G.D.T Mynaceoust Proleaceae C2: Mynaceae/ Pro1eaceae hypochtamdea (2) and E. ftocxtoniae. E. 
Ravenslhorpe scrub) <1.Sm scyphcalyx 
CJ: Cyperaceae Melaleuca uncinala (3). GreviUia 
1e1ragonok:>bia (3) and Wes1ringia 
cephatantha (7) 
Numerous small plan1s 
Sedae Ott>i nd cover 
•7190 Yate and Marri Woodland/ e7,3Mc C 1: Eucalyptus 16m Eucalyptus occKlentatis (22) 
Sheridan Fores I C2: Poaoeae Eucalyptus calophylla (10) 
Grazing Co. orass oround cover 
Tambelluc 
REMNANT VEGETATION PROTECTION SCHEME 1990 
(b) 1989/90 Protected Areas 
Monitoring Survey Botanical Data 
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62/90 York Gum Open Low e6Lr Cl: Eucalyplus 6m Eucalyptus loxophleba (3) 
Broun WA & Woodand C2: Sapindaceae 3m Oodonaea lnaequifolia (1) 
MF C3: Melaleuca 2m Melaleuca cardiophylla (2) 
Carnamah 
63790 Sparse Sandplain Mallee e34L(K)r C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus subangusta (2) 
Broun WA & Wondoo and Gimlet C2: Melaleuca Eucalyptus salubris (I) 
MF Metafeuca adnata (<I) 
Carnamah Numerous small Dlants 
64/90 Open Jam Low Woodand a1 gS(L)r Cl: Acacia 2m Acacia acumlnata (3) 2m 
Broun WA & C2: Melaleuca1 .Sm Melaleuca radula (1) 1.Sm 
MF . 
Camamah 
65/90 Open Mallee (OYer eKr/cSr/axSI C1: Eucalyptus em Eucalyptus hypochlamdea (3) and E. 
Shaw,J& v Casuarina/ Acacia C2: Allocasuarina 4m cruels and sheathiana 
Boda tun Metaleuca Thicket) C3: Acacia/ Mynaceae 2m Allocasuarina acutivalvls (3) 
C4: Cyperaceae Acacia aft leptoneura (16) 
Malleostemon luberculatus {3) 
1 seooe and annual nround oover 
66/90 Low Open Marfod<. e27Lr/xZSc C 1 : Eucalyptus zm Eucalyptus redunca (4) E. occldentalis 
Norman, K & (over Myrtaceous heath) C2: Myrtaceae <1m Melaleuca urceolaris {14), M. sp#A612 
M (15) 
Ravenslhotpe Baeckea asrarteoldes (5) 
Numerous small olants 
67/90 Sparse Low Open Woocland e5Lr/aSI C 1 : Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus loxophleba {6) 
- Wahlsten_& (York Gum) C2: Acacia 4m Acacia leptoneura (9) and A. acumlnata 
Sons C3: Myrtaceae 3m (9) 
Bodallln C4:Poaceae Malfeostemon tuberculatus (6) and 
Thryptomene splA 162 (3) 
orass and annual around cover 
68/90 Open Scrub Acacia (over aSr/xZi Ct: Acacia I.Sm Acacia signata(3) and A. sp#A 115 (3) 
Mulchay, EM & Westingia dwarf heath ) C2: Lamiaceae 0.6m Westringia cephalantha (13) 
ID C3: Myrlaceae 0.6m Thryptomene kochii (4) 
Yelbeni 
55/90 Jarrah/ Marri Forest e2,3M c C 1 : Eucalyptus 1 Sm Eucalyptus marginata (44) 
Pedro, Tony & C2: Xanthorreaceae 1.Sm Eucalyptus calophylla (12) 
Dawn C3: Fabaceae/ Mynaceae Xanlhorrhea splA485 (5) 
Denmark <I.Sm HOYea elliptica (5) and Bossiaea 
C4: Cyperaceae linophylla (2) 
Agonis hypericlflora (3) 
Numerous small plants 
"""""'oround cover 
56/90 Sparse Low Woodland of clb/elb Ct: Allocasuarina Sm Allocasuarina lehmanniana ( 1 ) 
Edwards, N & S casuaurina C2: Eucalyplus zm Eucalyptus caplllosa (2) 
Candleliohl 
57/90 Powder-Bark Wandool e45Ml C 1 : Eucalyptus 16m Eucalyplus aa:edens (6) and E. 
Murray, JH & Brown Manet Woodland C2: Melaleuca 1 m astringens (5) 16m 
WM C3: Fabaceae <1m Melaleuca all. glaberrlma (1) 
Gifaerina Bossiaea errocama 131 
58/90 Marrl/ Jarrah Forest e2,3Mc C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus calophylla (35), E. marginata AK Brambley C2: Mynaceae Sm (5) 
P1y Ud C3: Cyperaceae/ Ao<>nls all. linearifolia (3) and Astartea 
Denmark Asleraceae fascularis (3) 
Trymalium fforlbundum (2) 
-ed and .-e around cover 
59/90 Wheatbett Wandoo Open Low eMl/aSr Cl: Eucalyptus Eucalyptus caplllosa (I) 
PeMy& Woodand C2: Allocasuarina Sm Allocasuarina aculivalvls (I) 
NavUle Charle C3: Mynaceae o.sm Leptosperrnum erubescens (<1) 
Greenhllls 
60/90 Whealbett Wandoo with eLr/eKb/cLb/ CI: Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus wandoo/capillosa (1) 
Boase, Peter York Gum Manee xzr C2: Eucalyptus 4m Eucalyptus loxophleba (1) mallee E. Frederic C3: Cyperaceae subangusta 
Goomalina Leoidosoerma lonoiludinale (1\ 
61/90 YOl1< Gum Open Low e6Lr CI : Eucalyptus 1 om Eucalyptus loxophleba (3) 
Broun WA & Woodand (over Melaleuca C2: Melaleuca/ Rutaeeae Melaleuca radula (2) and 
MF and Jam Woodand 2m Phebalium splB14 (3) 
Camamah C3: Acacia Im Acacia accuminala 14 l 
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76/90 Casuarina Sparse Low clb Cl: Eucalyptus Eucalyptus ebbanoensls (<0.1) height 
Michael, Frank Woodand C2: Atlocasuarina 4m unknown 
& Chris C3: Acacia <4m Allocasuarina acutivalvis (1) 
Minge new C4: Melaleuca <1 m Acacia erinaca (<1) 
Melaleuca cordata 1<11 - 
77/90 Wheatbeh Wandoo eMc C 1 : Eucalyptus 11 m Eucalyptus capillosa (23) E. eremophila 
Michael, Frank Woodand C2: Allocasuarina 2m Allocasuarina acutivalvis (1 ) 
& Chris / C3: Melaleuca 1.2m Melaleuca uncinata (7) 
Booran C4: Fabac:eae <lm Gastmlobium soinosum 111 
78/90 Marr! Woodland e3Mi Cl: Eucalyptus <21 m Eucalyptus calophylla (28) and E. 
Mac:Pherson, C2: Allocasuarina 12m guilfoylel (24) ' Walpole C3: Rhamnaceae Sm Allocasuarina decussata (6) 
C4: Cyperaceae Trymalium tloribundum (16) 
Numerous small plants 
seooes around COYe< 
79/90 Salmon/ York Gum e6,8M i Cl: Eucalyptus 17m Eucalyptus salomonophoia ( 11) and E. 
Whilllnglon, B Woodand C2: Poac.eas loxophleba (7) 
&M annual ground cover 
Bullarlno 
80/90 Mallee Sparse Over Scrub eKr/mSI Cl: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus disslmulata (5) E. 
Hal,RG C2: Melaleuca/ Santalaceae xanthonema (3) 
Jerramungup lm Melaleuca uncinata (5) and 
C3: Fabac:eae O.Bm Sanlalum acuminatum (5) 
C4: Hakea 0.7m Gastrolobium parvilolium (16) 
Hakea erinacea 161 
81 /90 Yori< Gum Open Woodand e6Mr/hli Cl: Eucalyptus Eucalyptus loxophleba (1) 
Spark, DE C2:Hakea 6m Hakea preissii 12) 
Botherlinn C3: Acacia Sm Acacia sionata 1<11 
82/90 Cypress Pine over Heath xli/mSi Cl: Cupressaceae 2.Sm Calli1ris drummondii (5) 
Ouicke, D & Co. C2: Melaleuca 1.6m Melaleuca uncinata (7) 
Kulin C3: Mvnaceae 1 m Baekea aff. oressiana 1161 
83/90 Whealbett Wandoo eMi Cl: Eucalyptus 17m Eucalyptus capillosa (25) E. loxophleba 
Leake, FH Woodand C2: Dasypogonaceae 0.2m E. salmonophloia E. salubris E. sp #AH1 
Doodlakine CJ:Poaceae Lomandra elfusa (1) 
Grass qround cover 
69/90 Jarrah/ Marri Open e2,3Mi Cl: Eucalyptus 17m Eucalyptus calophylla (3) and E. 
Hester, AL & Woodand C2: Hakea <1m marginata (3) 
°' C3: Cyperaceae/ Poaceae Hake a erinacea ( 1) Boyup Brook Numerous small plants 
seooe and orass around cover 
70/90 WarvJoo/ Flooded Gum e5Mi Cl: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus capillasa (19) and E. rudis 
Hesler, AL & Woodand C2: Xanthhorroeaceae 2m (1) E. calophylla (<1) 
°' C3:Poaceae Xanthorrhoea sp#A451 (1) Bovun Brook orass and weed around cover 
71/90 Mani Open Low Woodland e3Mi/xli Cl: Eucalyptus 1 Om Allocasuarina sp#ASSS (11) 
Slacey,C (with Proteaceae C2: Allocasuarina 1 om Eucalyptus calophylla (8) 
Waroona understory) C3: Proteaceae <1 Om Banksia grandis (3) 
C(: Reslionaceae Xylomelum occidentale (6) 
Loxocarya lasciculata (<1) 
arass weed and .. ,,..,e nround cover 
72/90 Very Open Low Woodand of elr Cl: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus capillosa (3) E. subangusta 
Gauh, Trevor Whealbeh Wandoo (1) 
Edward 
Batkulinn 
73/90 Sparse Low Mallee (over ekr Cl: Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyptus splB700 (1) 
Jasper, Heath) C2: Papilionaceae 1 m Acacia sp 18698 (2) 
Rosemary C3: Acacia <lm Davielsia all. incrassata (1) 
Ravenslhorpe CS: Proteaceae/ Coopernookia sp 18690 (2) 
G:lodmla:aae Grevillia pectinata (2) 
Numerous small olants 
74/90 Low Open Whealbeh Wandoo ell/bll Cl: Eucalyptus em Eucalyptus capillosa (7) 
Adams, RJ& - C2: Banksia/ Mynac:eae Banksia prionotes (9) N: 7m Kunzea ericilolia (3) Mount Kok""" crass around cover 
75/90 Yale Woodand e7Mc Cl: Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus occidentalis (31), E. 
Anderson. C2:Poaceae capillosa (3) 
Christopher grass and annual ground cover 
Cranbrook 
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92/90 I.ow MoO<l,Woodland e33li Cl: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus platypus (11) E. densa (4) 
Dougherty, C2: Epacridaceae/ E. sp fA305 (2) E. spathulala 
Michael J Sanlalaceae <2m Leuoopagon splA351 (2) Exocarpus sp 
Ravenslholpe C3: Myrtaceae <Im #A349 (3) 
Baed<ea aff blackelil (3) 
93/90 Malalauca Scrub (over m,Sl/eSi Cl: Melaleuca 3m Malaleuca acumlnata (7) M. culicularis 
SmhhSOn T & J Eucalyptus sparse scrub) C2: Eucalyptus 0.4m (3) 
Jarramungup Eucalyptus lomantosa (<0.1 )E. 
occldantalis (1) E. sp 19616 E. 
r,nnnfobala E. occidenla~s 
9-,90 Open LDw Yark Gum e5Lr Cl: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus loxophleba ( 1) 
Bishop N & E Woodland(over casuarina) C2: Allocasuarina 4m Allocasuarina lahmanniana (2) 
Buniche C3:C-raceae <tAt'lne oround cover 
95/90 Open Low Yark Gum e5Lr C 1 : Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus loxophleba (1) 
Bishop Woodland(over Malaleuca) C2: Melaleuca 4 m Melaleuca splclgara (1) 
Bu niche C3:Poaceae mass ttround cover 
96/90 Open LDw Yale e7Ll/eKr/mSr Cl: Eucalyptus 7m Eucalyptus occldenlalis (4) 
Cake. Rl Woodland(over mallee and C2: Eucalyptus •m Eucalyptus anguslissima (4}, E. sp 
Jerramungup melaleuca) C3: Malalauca 3m 18733 (1) 
Melaleuca acuminata 141 
97/90 LDw Woodand of Rad e9,1Ll/xSr Cl: Eucalyptus <7m Eucalyptus ocddentaUs (8) E. 
Caka,RL&Co Mor,ell and Yale C2: Myrtaceae 3m longicornls(7) E. macranda (1). E. 
~erramungup uncinata (<0.5) 
. Callisternon so #BH369 111 
98/90 Salmon Gum Woodland(wilh ee,34M i Cl: Eucalyptus !Sm Eucalyptus salmonophloia (6} E.salubris 
Tlllbrook Gimlet) C2: Acacia 0.3m (10) E. ancaps (3) E. platypus (31 
Ravensthoroe Acacia SD #A562 141 
99/90 Redwood and Mallet LDw e10Si/e33KI/ Cl: Eucalyptus <6m Eucalyptus tranSC4nllnentalis (9), E. 
Tillbrook. SJ Woodland (over melaleuca mSI C2:Eucalyplus 3m platypus (14) E. kondininensls (9) &WA lhicke1). C3: Melaleuca 1.2m Melaleuca cardiophylla (14) 
Ravens tho""' 
100/90 Dwarf Scrub. xZi C1: Myrtaceae <0.7m Beaulortia sp#B596 (2) • Mefafeuca 
Gilmore penlagona (<I) and numerous small 
Jerramunauo otants 
84/90 Marri Open Woodland e3Mr/c3L r Cl: Eucalyptus Eucalyptus calophylla (2) 
Kielman. C2: Altocasuarina 6m Allocasuarina campestris (2) 
Bruce & Sons C3: XM11horrhoeacea• <1ffl Xanthorrhoea preissii (5) 
Boddinotoo 
85/90 Casuarina Woocland C405M I C 1 : Allocasuarina 12m Allocasuarina huegeliana/acutivalvis 
Ouid<e, O & Co. ( 13) 
Kulln 
86/90 Mallet Woodland e64MI Ct: Eucalyptus 19m Eucalyptus astringens (25) E. 
Spurr, Mrs H longlcornis 
Williams 
87/90 Acacia Open Scrub(over aSr/xZI Cl: Aeacia 2m Acacia splBH306 (<1) 
Rasmussen EM Proteaceous Heath) C2: Proteaceae 0.7m Dryandra cirsioides (1) 
&B 
Lake Bir1ltv 
88/90 Open Sparse Mallee (over eKr/xSl/xZI Cl: Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyptus sp 1"287 (7) 
Richardson. TG Proteaceae /Aceda Heath) C2: Proteaceaet Acacia Grevlllea trldenllfera (12) Acacia 
Gnorangarup 0.9m acanlhoclada (8) 
C3: Olleniaceae O.Sm Hibbenia splA63 (6) Panersonia 
~: lridaceae occldentalis (4) 
Grass and seooe around cover 
89/90 Gimlet Woodland e34Ml/xZr CI : Eucalyptus 1 Sm Eucalyptus salubris (12) E. 
Kirby, Gerald C2: Fabaceae o.sm salmonophloia (<I) E. subanousta. E. 
R C3: ChenopadiaceaeO.lml oleosa group 
8-lorl Poaceae <0.3m Bossiaea walkari (2) 
Sclerolaena diacanllla (1) with grass 
oround cover 
90/90 Myrtaceous Scrub xSr CI: Mynaceae 2m Leptospermum erubescens (4) 
Marshall L & Eucalyptus sp 19318, E. spalhulala 
M 
lakeGraoe 
91/90 Salmon and Yark Gum ea,&Mc/mSr Cl: Eucalyptus 18m Eucalyptus salmonophioa (18) and E. 
Banard RM & Woocland C2: Melalauca 3m loxophlaba (6) 
D C3:Cyperaceae Malalauca acuminala (1) 3m 
Harrlsml1h annual around cover with soma s"""e 
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110/90 low Yale Woodland (over e1Li/xZi Cl: Eucalyplus 7m Eucalyplus oceidenlalis (10). E. 
T enselctl8fn Pro1eaceae /Myrtaceae) C2: Hakeal Melaleuca conglobala (<l)E. redunca 
Bremer Bav <0.6m Hakea nnida Melaleuca culicularls 1<1 i..· 
111/90 Voci< Gum Woodland (over e5Ml/aSi Cl: Eucalyptus Eucalyplus loxophleba (2) 
Dunbar. P Tan Wattle) C2: Acacia 12m Acacia hemtteles (3) 
Marvel Loch C3: M-~ae 0.9m Eremoohila drummondii 13l 
112/90 Yorl< Gum Manse (over e6Kr/mSI CI: Eucalyplus 4m Eucalyplus loxophleba mallee (1) 
Dunbar, Peter Melaleuca Thicket) C2: Myrtaceae 2.Sm Melaleuca adna1a (1) ,Lep1osperrnum 
Marvel Loch erubescens (5) Sanlalum acuminatum 
(31 numerous small olants 
115/90 Mallee-AcaclaThlcket (over eKLl-aSI C 1 : Eucalyplus/ Acacia Eucalyplus yUgamensls (16)Acacla 
Hogan, KP & Co Sedgeland} <8m lep1oneura (10) 
Mandiga C2: Cyperaoeae O.Sm Gahnla sp •A141 (5) 
arass and annual around rover 
116/90 Eucalypt Woodland (ove( eMl/eKLr Cl: Eucatyp1us 17m Eucalyplus sp IA 111 (13). 
Hogan.KP Mallee) C2: Eucalyptus 6m Eucatyp1us yilgamensis (2). E. oleosa 
Bencubbin CJ:Poaceae ( 3) 
numerous other small plants with grass 
around cover 
117/90 Mirrel Woodland (over e11Mi/eKi C 1 : Eucalyp1us 20m Eucalyplus lloclcloniae (7) 
Ellis Mallee) C2: Eucalyplus 3m Eucalyplus aremophila (4) 
Kulin CJ:Poa<eae dried annual around cover 
118/90 Low Salmon Gum Woodand eall C 1 : Eucalyplus 3m Eucatyplus salmonophioa ( 14) 
Ellis. PJ C2:Poa<eae dried annual ground cover 
Kulln 
119/90 Salmon GI.Ill Woodand eaTi/mSI C 1 : Eucalyptus 30m Eucalyplus salmonophioa (9) E. 
Ellis, PJ (over Melaleuca Thicke!) C2: Melaleuca 3m loxophleba (2) 
Kulin Mela&euca halmaturorum subsp 
cvmbifolie ( 161 
120/90 Gimlel Woodland e34Ml/axS r Ct: Eucalyplus 17m Eucalyplus satubris (I-') 
Ellis C2: Acacia em Acacia sp#ASI (<1) 
Kulin 
121 /90 Swamp Maller Low eli/mSr Cl: Eucalyptus 4m Eucalyptus spa1hula1a ( 12) 
Ellis. Perler Woodand C2: Metaleuca 2m Melaleuca urceolaris (2) 
John 
Kulin 
101/90 Open Low Mallee (over eKr/b,1,Si Cl: Eucatyp1us 4m Eucalyplus sp 18581 (3) E. conglobala 
GUmore, G & Proleaceous scrub) C2: Proieaceae <3m (1) E. densa (2) 
M Banksia lehmanniana (4) and Hakea 
Jerramunouo laurina Ill numerous small Dlants 
102/90 Sparse Mallee (over eKb/xZi Cl: Eucatyp1us <1 m Eucalyplus annulala (1) 
Gilmore MyT1aceous scrub} C2: Melaleuca <0.5m Melaleuca sp 18632 (1) 
Jerramunouo numerous small etants 
103/90 Yale Low Woodland (ove< e7Ll/mSi C 1 : Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyplus occidenlalis (17) 
Tilow Melaleuca thicket} C2: Melaleuca 3m Melaleuca culicutaris (8) 
Scoleri CJ:Poa<eae crass and -ed around DDYer 
104/90 Yale Low Woodand (over e7ll/mSr Cl: Eucalyplus 4m Eucalyplus occidenlalis (23) E. densa. E. 
Tldow, R & N Melaleuca sCt\lb) C2: Melaleuca 2m uncinata 
Scoleri CJ:Poa<eae Melaleuca ehip1ica (I} 
I orass around cover 
105/90 Yale Low Woodland (over e7Ll/mSr Cl: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus ocddenlalis (27) E. 
Tilow Melaleuca 1Ct\lb) C2: Melaleuca 2m conglobala. E. densa. E. stoatel, E. 
Scoleri uncinata 
Melalauca undulala (3) and M. elliptlca 
(2) 
1 06/90 Yale Low Woodland (over e7Ll/eKl·hSi C1: Eucatyp1us 9m Eucalyptus ocddentalls (2)E. sp IA652 
Tilow MallN and Haku scrub) C2: Eucatyplus/ Hakea 4m (11}E. densa (1) 
Sc:acttn C3:Poa<eae Eucalyptus uncinala (6) E. kesseUI, 
Hakea laurina (2) 
crass aoo -ad around cover 
107/90 Open Low Banksia Woodland blr/mSI CI: Proleaoeae 3m Banksia speciosa (5) lambertia inermis 
Tidow (over Melaleuca Thici<et} C2: Melaleuca 1.2m ( 8) 
Scoleri Melaleuca subfalcata II.Cl 
1 08/90 Yate Woodland (over e7Ml Cl: Eucalyplus 10m Eucalyplus oecidantalis (15) 
Tldow Malalauca Scrub) C2: Melaleuca 2m Melalauca eHiplica (1) 
Scoleri C3:Poa<eae , crass aoo weed around cover 
109/90 Spa,se Open Mailes and eKr/xZI C 1: Eucatyprus 0.8m Eucalyplus sp tBH366 (<1) 
Tenseldham. Dwarf Scrub C2: Melaleuca 0.3m Melaleuca penlagona (4) • Oryandra 
John & H nivea (2) .Xanrhorrhoea prelssii (2) 
Bremer Bav otus other numerous small ntants 
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131/90 Low Mallee Wandoo (over eKl/xSl/xZi C 1 : Eucalyplus 3m Eucalyplus capiltosa (10), E. tncrassata, 
Hobley R& C Proteaceous Scrub) C2: Proleaceae 1.2m E. sp IA238 
Nyablng C3: Proleaceae 0.9m Oryandra cirsioldes (8) 
lsopogon buxlfolius (5) ' 
numerous olher small olanls 
132/90 Low Woodland ol Moon and e33Lc Cl: Eucalyplus 6m Eucalyplus platypus (19),E. densa (18) 
Straghan, K & Mallet ' C2:Poaoeae grass ground cover 
R 
nnneruD 
133/90 Open Low VOii< Gum e5Lr Cl: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyplus loxophleba (2) . 
Vanzelli Woodand C2: Sapindaceae 2m Oodonaea lnaequHolia (<1) 
Gunvldi olher small olants 
134/90 Melaleuca Open Scrub wilh mSl/eSb Cl: Melaleuca Sm Melaleuca laterlflora (3) 
McBealh,A & G Sparse Eucalypt Scrub C2: Eucalyplus Eucalyplus loxophleba (<1) 
Bllbarln 
135190 Open Low Casuarina Scrub clr/xSr/eZb C 1 : Allocasuarina AAocasuarina lehmannlana (3) 
JonesG&J (ovei sparse Eucalyptus C2: Mynaceae 2m Lep1osperrnum erubescens (2) 
Bunlche scrubl C3: Eucalvolus Eucalvolus loxoohleba 1<0.Sl 
136/90 Open Yale Woodland (over e7Ml/mSc C 1 : Eucalyplus 18m Eucalyptus occldenlalis (5), E. 
VIIIXKS&Co. Melaleuca Thicket) C2: Melaleuca 2m conglobata (1 ), E. spathulata (2) 
ln..v.-- Melaleuca acumlnata 1241 
137190 Open Low VOii< Gum e5Lr Cl: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyplus loxophleba (4) 
Taywood Wocxland 
-------- Wathe100·-- - 
138190 Wheatbett Wandoo Open eMI Ct: Eucalyptus 17m Eucalyplus capillosa ( 4) 
Taywood Woodand. C2: Acacia 0.4m Acacia sp ,e 175 ( < 1) 
Watheroo 
139/90 Open VOii< Gum Woodand e&MI Cl: Eucalyplus 12m Eucalyptus loxophleba (8) 
Taywood 
Watheroo 
140/90 Sparse Open Mallee (Over eKr/c4ZI Cl: Eucalyplus 2m Eucalyplus rigidula (2) 
CugleyGW& Casuarina Scrub) C2: Allocasuarina 0. 7m Allocasuarina acutivalvis (1) 
RJ numerous other small plants -6 
122/90 Casuarina Thicke! (over C4Sc/eSb Cl: ~locasuarina <3m Allocasuarina comiculala (24) and A. 
Browne, sparse Eucalyplus scrub ) C2: Eucalyplus 2m acutivalvis (14) 
Geoige lildsey Eucalyplus burracopplnensis (2) 
Nukarni numerous olher sman otants 
123/90 Open VOii< Gum Woodand e&Mr Cl: Eucalyplus Eucalyplus loxophleba (3) 
Dixon WA& JA C2: Pittosporaceae 3m Pillosporum phylliraeoldes (2) 
Kellerberrin numerous olher sman Dlants 
124/90 Salmon Gum Woodand eaMl/aSI C 1: Eucalyplus 16m Eucalyptus salmonophlola (6) 
WUson, JS (over Tan Watlle Scrub) C2: Eucalyplus <7m Eucalyplus sp IA87 (5), E. sp IAB7 
·Kulin C2: Acacia 3m (2) 
C3: Proleaceae <0.3m Acacia hemileles (2) 
C4:Poaceae Grevillea huegelii (2) 
dried annual around cover 
125/90 Dwarf Scrub ol dZI Cl: Proleaceaa/ Melaleuca Dryandra horrlda (7) ,O.erylhrocephala 
Wdson, JS ProleacaaelMynaceae <0.6m (5) ,Melaleuca serlatatscabra IA64 (6) 
Kulln numerous olher small Dlanls 
126/90 GimleVSalmon Gum e34,aMc/mSI Ct : Eucalyplus 18m Eucalyplus salubris (24) and E. salmon· 
Wdson, JS Woodand (over Melaleuca C2: Melaleuca 3m ophloia (3) 
Kulln Scrub) C3:Poaoeae Melaleuca acuminala (5) 
dried annual around cover 
127/90 Dwarf Proteaceous Scrub hZr Cl: Hakea <1m Hakea splB277 (2)and H. sp#B282 (1) 
Cooper JE & JC numerous olher small ptanls 
BnAnlnnarra 
128/90 Sparsa Mallee (over Open eKr/xZi Cl: Eucalyplus 3m Eucalyp1us subangusta (<1) 
Ounkeld M & J Dwarf Scrub) C2: Proteaceae < 1 m Oryandra cirsioldes (1) 
NeY,deglle C3: Acacia 0.3m .&,cacia sp 18493 (2) 
numerous other small otams 
129/90 I.ow York Gum Woodland e5Ll/a1S r Cl: Eucalyplus 9m Eucalyplus loxophleba (15) 
Carpenter S & (over Jam understorey C2: Acacia esm Acacia acuminata (1 ).A. erinacea (1 l 
R C3:Poaoeae prass and annual ground cover 
Bonlen 
130/90 Open VOii< Gum Woodand e5Ll/mSr C 1 : Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyplus loxophleba (2) 
Oodd,JE&JK (over Melaleuca Scrub) C2: Melaleuca 1.Sm Melaleuca uncinata (3) 
Buntine olher small olants 
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150/90 Gimlet Woodland (over e34Ml/eKl/xZI C1: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus salubris (13) 
Poole, Nonn Yo11ell Mallee) C2: Eucalyplus 9m Eucalyptus yilgarnensis (10) 
' Beacoo C3: h:adal Chenopociaceae Acacia nyssaphyna (3) • Sclerolaena 
<0.4m diacantha 151 
151/90 Open Low Woodland of Yori< esll/8195 r er: Eucalyptus 7m Eucalyptus laxophleba (7) 
Laake Gum (over Jam) C2: Acacia 6m Acacia acuminata (2) 
Travnlna C3:Poaceae I ~rass and dried annual_!lround caver 
152/90 Salmon Gum Woodland eeMl/eslr/h, C 1 : Eucalyptus 1 Bm Eucalyptus salmonophlioa (7) 
Laake (with Yark Gum and Jam) 8195 I C2: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus laxophleba (2) Traynlng C3: Hakeal Acacia 4m Hakea sp IA112 (4),Acacia acumlnala 
C4:Poaceae (2) 
crass around cover 
153/90 Acacia Open Saub a5r C 1 : Acacia 3m Acacia sp 18232 (2) 
Sasse R&M other small plants 
Cami 
154/90 Jam Scrub 8195 I Cl: Acacia 7m Acacia acuminata (1 O) 
Downing, C2:Poaceae dried annual ground cover 
Brian & Grae 
Avon 
155/90 Low Open Woodand ol Yale e7Lr/m5c C1: Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus occidentalis (5), E. uncinata 
Walters (over Melaleuca Thicke!) C2: Melaleuca 1.Sm Melaleuca undulala (30) 
Cascades 
156/90 Low Open Woodand of Yale e7Lr/mZI C 1 : Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyplus occidentalis (8), E. 
Grainger, G & (over Melaleuca Scrub) C2: Melaleuca 0.9m perangusta, E. phaenophylla, E. 
J C3:Cyperaceae transcontinentalis 
Jerramungup Melaleuca sp #A301 (17) 
~e c,round cover 
157/90 Jarrah Woodland e2Mi C 1 : Eucatyp1us 12m Eucalyplus marginata (20) 
Cochrane, C2: Various < 1 m Hakea Hibbertia etc 
Donald C3: Cyperaceae/Poaceae grass sedge and annuat ground caver 
Capero.n 
158/90 Proteaceous Saub b,h5i/xZr/xGi C1: Banksial Hakea 1.4m Banksia media (3),Hakea prostrata (6) 
Andr-.A&A C2: Mynaceae 0.6m Conolhamnus avreus (2) 
Casa!des C3: Restionaceae Reslio sp IA671 · (6) 
/Cvoeraceae <0.3m seooe and crass orouncl cover 
141 /90 Kangaroo Island Mallee eKi/xZi Cl: Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyptus anceps (4)E. flocktoniae 
Calaby (over dwarf scrub) C2: Ar.acial Melateuca <1 m (<0.1 )E. phaenophylla (1 ). E. 
Casa!des eremophyta (<1), E. ovularis, E. sp. O 
Acacia sp IA732 (4),Melaleuca 
cardiophvlla (6)and M. holosericea 151 
142/90 Low Mallee (over eKi/xZl/eZi C1: Eucalyptus <4m Eucalyptus phaenophylla (11), E 
Calaby Myn.aceous and Eucalyptus C2: Myrtaceae/Eucalyplus salubrls (1) 
Casa!des dwarf scrub) <0.8m Melaleuca pungens (2),Eucalyptus 
grossa. Baeckea sp IA753 (2)and also 
Leucopogon sptA752 (3) 
143/90 Open Yori< Goo, Woodland e5Ml/h,m,c3 5 I C 1 : Eucalyplus 12m Eucalyptus loxophleba (23) 
Fisher, NeU (over C2:AJlocasuarina/ Melaleuca unclnata (8).Hakea sp IA127 
Hines HID Casuarlna/Hakea/Melaleuca Melaleucal Hakea <4m (4),Allocasuarina campestrls (4) 
Thicken C3: Poaceae/ c~ae grass and annual around caver 
144/90 Gimlet Woocland e34Ml/m5r/a51 C1: Eucalyptus 13m Eucalyptus salubris (13), E. loxophleba. 
Fisher, Nell C2: Melaleuca 3m E. salmanophlioa 
Hines Hil C3: Acacia 1.Sm Melalauca eleulherostachya (1) 
C4:Poaoeae Acacia nyssophyDa (6) 
dried orass oround caver 
146/90 Sparse Low Woodland of e5Lr/m5r C 1 : Eucalyptus /Melaleuca Eucalyptus loxophleba (1), E. salubrls 
Barber CV & York Gum With Melaleuca <4m (<1 ), E. erylhronema, E. occidentalis 
ME&Co. Melaleuca acuminata ( 1) 
Ardath 
147/90 Sparse Low Woodland es Lr C1: Eucalyptus 7m Eucalyptus loxophleba (2), E. subangusta 
Barber Grevillea (over Wheatbell C2: Myrtaceae (1 ), E. aremophila, E. capillosa 
Ardath Wandoo\ camtris canescens 1<1 I 
148/90 Yori< Gum Woodland esll C1: Protaaceae 6m Grevillea erloslachya (2) 
Barber C2: Eucalyptus 4m Eucalyptus capitlosa (1), E. leptopoda 
Ardath (<1) 
olher small plants 
149/90 York Gum Woodland esli C 1 : Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus laxophleba (5) 
GeoloeGE& C2: Chenopodiaceae o.sm Atriplex sp 18134 (I) 
Qi other small plants 
Bilbarln 
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170/90 Open Low Woodland of Yori< e6Lr C1: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyplus loxophleba (5) 
Sinclair R & V Gin 
Piawanino 
171/90 Open Low Woodand of b1 Lr/cS I C 1 : 0anksia 2m 0anksia attsnuata (5) ' 
Young, Andrew Banksla (over dwarf C2: Allocasuarina 0.9m Allocasuarina humilis ( 4) 
James scrub) C3: Anfheraceae/ Corynotheca micranlha (5) Loxocarya 
Northampton Restionaceae <0.3m cinerea (13) and Lyginia barbata (8) 
wilh various other etams 
172/90 Mallae (over Healh) eKl/hSb/xZI C 1 : Eucalyplus Sm Eucalyptus sp IA6 (<1) 
Doyle, Peter & C2: Hakea 1.3m Hakea all. crassilolia ( 1) 
Greg C3 Myrtaceae/ Beaufonia in1ers1ans (11 ).0aeci<ea sp 
Kulin Proleaceae/ Dilleniaceae #At3 (3),Dryandra pleridifolia (6) and 
<0.Sm Hibbenia exasperata (3) with numerous 
omers 
173/90 Mallee (over Healh) eKl/xZI Cl: Eucalyplus Sm Eucalyptus leptophylla (6) 
Heitman C2: Melateuca/ Fabaceae Gastrolobium ox,·l.,bloides (7) and 
Holdings <0.9m Melaleuca urceot~'ris (6)wlth numerous 
Arri no others 
174/90 Motdecah Mallee Healh eKb/xZi C 1: Eucalyptus 1.Sm Eucalyptus macrocarpa (<0.5) 
Heitman C2: Mynaceae <0.6m Leptospermum erubescens (J)with 
Holdings Melaleuca holosericea ( 1 ) and various 
Arri no 01hers 
175/90 Open Low Woodand of eeLb/mSr Ct : Eucalyplus 6m Eucalyptus salmonophloia (1 )E. 
....... Clarl<e;-ON- SalmonGum C2:-Melaleuca 2m subangusta-(1) 
I.J!l<aGrace Melaleuca acurnlnata (1) 
numerous other small nlants 
176/90 Sparse Low Woodland of e5Lb/mSI Cl: Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyplus loxophleba (2), E. sp #0520 
Curwood, we Vorl<Gum C2: Metaleuca 1.Sm (<0.5) 
0unlche C3: Fabaceae 0.9m Melaleuca urceolaris (5) 
0ossiaea walkeri 11 \ 
177/90 Mallee (over Melaleuca) eKb/mSi Cl: Eucalyptus •m Eucalyptus adnata (2), E. eremophylla 
Curwood, we C2: Melaleuca 1.Sm (1 ). E. tloci<toniae (1 ), E. loxophleba 
Bu niche ( 2) 
Melaleuca urceolaris IS\ 
159/90 Low Open Mallee (over eKi/xZi Ct: Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyptus uncinata (8), E. sp. U (1), E. 
Andrew.A & A Myrtaceous Thici<et) C2: Myrtaceae 0.9m angustissima, E. conglobata. E. densa 
Cascades Melaleuca glaberrima (9) Conothamnus 
aureus (9) 
numerous other olants 
160/90 Sparse Mallee (over Dwarf eKb/dZi C1: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus oblusiflora (3), E. giltinsii 
Hipper Scrub) C2: Pro1eaceae 0.7m Oryandra shutlleworthiana (1) 
Nonhamoton other small plants oresent 
163/90 Marrl Forest e3Mc/xSi Ct : Eucalyplus 19m EucalyplUS calophyUa (29) 
Bruchel, C2: Fabaceee 3m Bossiaea webbii (6) 
Waller C3: Oennstaedtiaceae 1.1 m P1eridium escutentum (2) Trymatium 
Nelson CC: Cyperaceae/Poaceae floribundum (2) 
i nrass and seooe around cover 
164/90 Open Low Woodand ol Yale e7Lr/dZI C 1 : Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus occidenlalis (2), E. deciplens 
Swarbrici<, R C2: Proleaceae < 1 m (2), E. telragona (2) 
&M Oryandra circioides (4) 
Bremer Bav olher sman otams 
165/90 Open Low Woodand ol Vale e7Lr Cl: Eucalyplus em Eucalyplus occidenlalis (9), E. deciplens 
Swarbrick, RV (1) 
&M 
Bremer Bav 
166/90 Acacia/Casuarilla Scrub BxSr/cSr Cl: Acacia 2.Sm Acacia sp #066, 091 (3) 
Fotheringham, C2: Allocasuarina 1.2m Anocasuarina huegeliana (4) 
William C3: Mynaceae 0.6m Venicordia den•lftora (3) 
Karloarin cc:e-raceae seooe around co~ei 
167/90 Sparse Low Eucalypl eLb/eKb/mZr Cl: Eucalyplus 7m Eucalyptus salubris ( 1) 
Fotheringham Woodland and Mallee wilh Cl: Eucalyplus 3m Eucalyptus sp 101~ (1),E. loxophleba 
Karlgarln Open Dwarf Scrub C2: Melaleuca 1.2m (<0.1) 
Metaleuca fulgens (<1) M. adnata (<1) 
and olher small ofanls 
168/90 Open Woodand of Yori< Gum e5Mr/xZI C 1 : Eucalyplus 12m Eucalyplus loxophleba (3), E. pileala 
WaJsh,G& S C2: Fabaceae (<0.5) 
Newdegale Tempfetonla sp #0475 (1) and 
numerous olher plants 
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186190 Minei and Mallee e11 Li - eKI C1: Eucalyplus <6m Eucalyptus sp F (15), E. flocktoniae (1), 
Fisher, TW & C2: f'oaoeae E. scyphocalyx I•). E. sp •AJOS 
SJ (redunca group ) (2), E. salubris (5); 
Onoe"4' E. uncinata (<1) 
I arass oround cover 
187/90 Sparse Open I.ow Woocland e5Lr/aSi C 1: Acacia/ Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus loxophleba (<1) 
Keoringle. P/l olYOlkGum C2: Acacia 2m Acacia signa1a (3), A. acuminata (1) 
Tammin 
188/90 Mallee eKi C 1 : Eucalyp1us 2m Eucalyptus eremophila (2), E. sp #86!;7 
Mills, EA & V (2). E. sp 18684 (<1 ), E. conglobala, E. 
Jenamungup spathulata. E. tetragona 
numerous other ptarus wilh sedge ground 
cover 
189/90 Sparse Mallee (over ekr/dSi Cl: Eucalyptus 1.7m Eucalyptus preissiana (<1 ), E. sp 
Mills Proteaceous dwatf saub) C2: Proteaceae 0.9m 08657 (<1). E. sp 18670 (<1), E. 
Jerramungup tetragona (<0.5) 
Dryandra pteriditolia (3) 
numerous other snAl"Wts 
190/90 Wandoo Woodland (with e5Ml/a19LI Cl: Eucalyptus !Sm Eucalyptus capillose (5) 
Mulan Cerl & Jam understory) C2:Acada 7m Acacia acuminata (14) 
Mere la CJ: Anthericaatae 0.1 m Borya nitida (1) 
Jitarnina drted annual oround cover 
191/90 MaDee/ Acacia Thicket eKi-aSc C 1 : Eucalyptus/ Acacia Eucalyptus sp IA123 (3), E. subangusta 
Grylls, JB <7m (7). E. leptapoda, E. yilgarnensis, Acacia 
Gabbin aft leotoneura (281 
193/90 Open I.ow Woodland of Yori< eslr C1: Eucalyptus 7m Eucalyptus loxophleba (<1 ), E. sp 
Rintoul, J Gum (with Mynaceous C2: Mynaceae/ <0.7m #8H2 (<1) 
Newdegale understory) Beautorlia micran1ha (1). Melaleuca sp 
18•60 (1) 
numerous other species with sedge 
I around cover 
194/90 Low Open Woodland ol elr C1: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus capillosa (<1 ), E. subangusta 
Easton Wheall:>elt Wandoo C2: Melaleuca 0.9m Melateuca undulata (<1) 
Namban 
178/90 Mallee eKi Cl: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus latcata (5). E. pluricaulis WUlcocks. WR (1 ). E. sp •8301 (1) &CM various 01her small plants 
Lake Grace 
179/90 Mallee eKb/xSi C1: Eucalyptus 13m Eucalyptus lalcata ( 1 l 
W~lcod<s. WR C2: Allocasuarina/ Allocasuarina acutivalvis (1) and &CM Cupressaceae <3m Calli Iris drummondii (1) Lake Grace CJ: Melaleuca 1.6m Melaleuca nu1Y1ens 1<1 l 
180/90 YOik Gum Woodland (over e5Mi/a 19L i C 1: Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus lo•ophleba (1•l Kerruish, Jam) C2:Acaoa em Acacia acuminata (1) 
Kevin John C3:Poaoeae dried grass ground cover 
Wickeoin 
181/90 Voll< Gt.n1 I.ow Woodland e5Lr/mSI C 1 : Eucalyptus em Eucalyptus lo•ophteba (2), E. rigidula 
Power, B&B C2: Melaleuca 3m (1). E. yitgamensis (<0.5) 
Candlelioht Melaleuca acur. 1ata <•l 
182/90 Sparse Mallee (over eKr/C•SilxSI C 1 : Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus bunacoppinensis (1) Gteay Casuarina sc:Nbl C2: Allocasuarina 3m Allocasuarina acutivalvis (2) 
Karlgarln C3: Hakea 1.2m Hakea scoparia ( 1 ) 
C.: RUICeae 0.7m Phebalium tuberculosum (<1) 
numerous small plants 
183/90 Open Woodland of Jarrah/ e2,3,5M I C 1 : Eucalyptus 20m Eucalyptus calophyna (2), E. marginata Beatty, JW Marrl (wilh Wandoo) C2: Eucalyplus 12m (5) 
Eucalyptus capillosa (17) 
crass mound cover 
18./90 lDw Woodland ol Mirret e11Li/eKI Cl: Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus floel<toniae (3) 
Fisher (over Malleel C2: Eucalyplus 3m Eucalyptus congtoblla (•). E. 
Ongen.,p C3: Mynaceae O.Sm scyphocalyx ( 1 ). E. redunca (J)E. cc: f'oaoeae piteata (3). E. salubris (<0.1). E. 
uncinata (1) 
Astanea heteranthera (3) 
'crass oround cover 
185/90 Gimlet low Woodlancl (over e3.Ll/eKl/mSI C 1 : Eucalyptus 3m Eucalyptus c:onglobala (5). E. salubris 
Fosher, TW & Manee. over melaleuca C2: Melaleuca <1 m ( • l SJ thlckel) C3:Poaceae Melaleuca uncinata (3) 
I nnneruo 
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204/90 Open Low Woodland of Yori< e5Lr/a5S I C 1: Eucalyptus 4.Sm Eucalyptus loxep..ieba (2) 
Ibbotson Gum (over Jam saub) C2: Acacia/ Lamlaceae Acacia acutala (3) 
Hyden <0.Sm Westringia cephalantha (1) - 
CJ: Cyperaceae numerous other species with some sedge 
I around cover 
205/90 Very Open Low Yori< Gum eslr-aSr/cSI Cl: Eucalyptus/ Acacia Eucalyptus loxopllleba (1) 
Ibbotson WOOdland (with Acacia/ <3m Acacia sp #866, 891 (1) 
Hyden Casuarina open scrub) C2: Aliocasuarina 1.7m Allocasuarina sp#868 (3) 
CJ: Poaceae Im Soartochloa scirooldea 14\ 
206/90 Yale and Tallerack e1,2sll Cl: Eucalyptus <4m Eucalyptus oocldentalis (12), E. Dwyer, K & R C2: Acacia 1.7m tetragona (2), E. spathutata, E. unclnata 
Esperance C3: Proteaceae/ Mynaceaa Acacia sp #AS93 (16) 
0.9m Oryandra circloldes (17) with also 
C4:Poaceae Calothamnus quadrifidus (3) 
crass ground cover 
207/90 Low Open·Mallee eKr Cl: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus subangusta (5), E. 
Storer, Bruce loxophleba (1) 
James 
Cunderdin 
208/90 Sparse Yori< Gum and e5Lr/a19S r Cl :Eucalyptus Eucalyptus loxophleba 
Storer Sparse Acacia Scrub C2:Acada3m Acacia acuminata (1) 
Cunderdln 
?09/90_ Open Acacia Scrub a Si Cl: Acacia Sm Acacia signata (7) 
Storer 
Cunderdin 
211/90 Sparse Low Woodland of eslr-eKr C 1 : Eucalyptus < 1 Om Eucalyptus loxophleba (1), E.pluricaulis 
Lukins, RG & 8 Yori< Gum and Mallee C2: Meialeuca I .Sm (<1) E. yilgamensis (1), E. subangusta 
Kukerin C3: Fabaceae O.Sm Melaleuca sp #8415 (1) 
Daviesia sp #8418 11\ 
212/90 Gimlet Open Low Woodland e34 Cl: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus salubris (2) 
Lewis, J & J 
Bindi Bindi 
214/90 Scrub of Red Heart and el - dSI Cl: Eucalyplus/ Dryandra Eucalyptus decipens (4) 
Millard. R & L Oryandra Sm Dryandra all pteridilolia (5) 
Borden C2: Banksia 0.3m Banksia repens (1) 
195/90 Low Open Woodland of Yori< e5Lr/eKr Cl: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus loxor~!eba (1) 
Eas1on Gum (over Mallee) C2: Eucalyptus 6m Eucalyptus subanQusta (<1), E. caplllosa 
Namban C3: Proteaceae/ Acacia (1) 
Grevlllea bipinnatmda (1 ), Acacia 
sionata 1<1l 
196/90 Mallee eKMr C 1: Eucalyptus 1 Om Eucalyptus subangusta ( 4) 
Eas1on C2: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus capiltosa (<1 )E. loxophleba 
Namban 
197/90 Open Woodand of Yori< Gum e5Mr Cl: Eucalyptus 11m Eucalyptus loxopllleba (2) 
Eas1ot1 C2:Hakea4m Hakea recucva (<1) 
Namban 
198/90 Sparse Low Woodland of e5Mr/C4S c C 1: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyptus capitlosa (1) 
Bennler, John Wandoo ( Casuarina C2: Allocasuarina 1 Om Atlocasuarina acutivalvis (35) 
&Sons thicket) C3: Cyperaceae 0.9m Lepidosperma longitudinale (2) 
Wickeoin dried annual nmnnd cover 
199/90 Casuarina Scrub/ Thicket c4SI C 1 : Allocasuarina 11 m Altocasuarina acutivalvis (19) 
Bennier, John C2:Poaceae grass and dried annual ground cover 
&Sons 
Wickenln 
200/90 Marri Wandoo Woodland e3,5M I C 1 : Eucalyptus 11 m Eucalyptus catophyila (15), E. wandoo 
Kleeman, C & C2: Proteaceae 2m ( 1 O) 
0 C3: Pittosporaceae 0.7m Oryandra sessilis (4) 
Narrogln C4: Fabaceaet Cyperaceae Bossiaea errocarpa (2), Sollya 
heterophylla (1) 
I seoae around cover 
201/90 Low Mallee (with eH,sLKr/xZI C 1 : Eucalyptus 4m mallee Eucalyptus dundasii (<1) 
Biglin, JL Mynaceous understory) C2: Eucalyptus 2m Eucalyptus loxophleba (2) 
Karlgarln C3: Mynaceae O.Sm Verticordia chrysantha (2) 
C4:CVD<>raceae I !tedne ground cover 
.202/90 Melaleuca Thicket mSI Cl: Melaleuca 4m Melaleuca cuticularis (2J) 
Curtis, 8 
Gibson 
203/90 Manee over Melaleuca eKI C 1 : Eucalyptus Sm Eucalyptus obtusiflora (3) 
Simkin O & C C2: Melaleuca 3m Metaleuca adnata (4) 
Nonhamoton 
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237/90 Melaleuca Scrub mSr-eslr C 1 : Melaleuca Sm Melaleuca lateri_ 1ra (2) 
Cole. EF & Co. C2: Eucalyptus O.Sm Melaleuca sp •Bu 7 (1) 
Ardath Eucalyptus loxophleba (<1) 
other soecies o,esent ' 238/90 Salmon Gum Woodland(wilh ee,34Mi/xSi Cl: Euc.atyp1us 19m Eucalyplus salmonophioa (6) 
Dunne. John Gimlet and mixed C2: Eucalyplus t Om Eucalyptus salubris (J). E. yilgarnensis 
Beaoon underslorey) C3:Acacia/GoodeniacH.e<2m (6), E. sp •A153 
C4: Chenopod•cea• 0.6m Acacia lep1oneu1a(S)Scaevola spinescens 
CS:Poaceae ( 3) 
Sclerolaena diacantha (2l 
orass and dried annual qround cover 
239/90 Proleaceous Scrub(over h,dSr/xZi C 1 : Hake a/ Proteaceae Hakea 1rilurca1a (1).Dryandra 
Oring, Gary Blackboy and Prickle- <I.Sm carlinoides (2) 
Badgingarra bark) C2: Xanlhorrhoeaceae/ Xanthorrhoea preissii {2)Eucatyptus 
EucalyptuSI Lauraceae lodliana (2)Cassy1ha sp •6270 (2) 
co.em numerous otner soecies 
240/90 Whealbeh Wandoo/Yorl< e5,5li/a19S r C 1: Eucalyptus 11 m Eucalyptus capillosa (9)E.lo,ophleba 
Fleay Gum Low Woodland C2: Acacia 6m ( 6) 
Wicke pin (over Jam) CJ:Poaceae Acacia acuminata (3) 
crass and annual around cove: 
241/90 Wancbl Woodlard esMi C 1: Eucalyptus 16m Eucalyptus wandoc (14) 
Fleay C2: Cyperaceae 0.6m Lepidosperma drummondii ( 1} 
Wicke1>ln orass and annual oround cove, 
242/90 low Open Swamp Vale e7Lr/e Kl/xZI Cl: Eucalyplus 6m Eucalyptus occidan1alis (31 
Russen. P & R Woodland (over Mallee and C2: Eucalyplus 2m Eucalyp1us oonglobala (8)E.sp •A624 
Gbson Dwar1 Scrub) C3: Rhamnaceaa 0.4m (. ) 
C4:Poaceae Spyridium complicalum (5) 
crass and weed rtround cover 
244/90 Mallee/Casuarina [eKr-c4Sr-hSr] C 1 :Eucalyptus/Allocasuari Eucalyptus burracoppinensis (3)and 
Smith, Brian Scrub(over Acacia and /a,mZi na/ Hake a-e l .Sm Allocasuarina acuuvaivts {2).Hakea 
Wogar1 Melaleuca Dwar1 Scrub) sulcata (4) 
C2:Acacia I Melaleuca<l m Acacia sign a ta { 1) Melaleuca uncinata 
( 2) 
numerous other soecies 
227/90 Acacia/ Proleaceous Thicket xSc C 1: Acacia/ Hakea 2m Acacia sp •A 1 S.. (JI. Hake a suscaia (5) 
Ivey C2: Allocasuarinat Allocasuarina cormcuiata { 1 ).Persoonia 
Bodallin Myr1aceaet Proteaceae sp #A214 (J)Thryplomene kochii (12) 
<1.Stn Melaleuca conoll"lamnoides (4) 
CJ: Melaleuca 0.6m Evcalyp1us burracoppcnensis present 
230/90 Mallee (over mixed eKi/c,m,aSi Cl: Eucalyplus Jm Eucalyplus subanguslum (4) 
Ivey, PW & DL Casuarina. Metaleuca. C2: Allocasuarina Allocasuarina cornicutata (2). Melaleuca 
Bodallin Acacia saub) Melaleuca/ Acacia/ conotnamooices (1). M. sp #A193 (1). 
Pro1eaceae <2m Acacia sp •A194 (8). Thryp1omene 
CJ: Ru1aceae 0.6m kochii (8) 
Phebalium all microohvllum 12l 
232/90 Open Low Woodand of Yale e7Mr C 1: Eucalyplus 12m Eucalyplus occiden1alis ( 1) 
Coracl<erup (over Melaleuca scrub) C2: Melaleuca Sm Melaktuca pauperinora {<1) 
f'lnnen.o 
233/90 Open Low Woodland ol Yale e1Lr Cl: Eucalyplus 8m Eucalyp1us occiden1alis (1 ). E. 
Coracl<erup (over Casuarina and C2: A.Jlocasuarina Sm spatnutara. E.phaenophylla (<1) 
Ongerup Mallee) CJ: Cyperaceae Allocasuarina huegeliana { 1) 
seooe around cover 
234/90 Dwarf Scrub xZi Cl: Fabaceae I.Sm Oaviesia pacttyphylla (<1}. Gastrok)bium 
Barrel. T & J C2: Cyperaceae/ spinosum ( < 1 t 
Jerramungup Myrtaceae Lepidosperma anguslalum (2). 
leplospermum sp #8553 (I) 
numerous etner species {Eucatyptus sp 
•6557 oresent \ 
235/90 Openl.owWaoooo e5Li C 1 : Eucalyptus 8m Eucalyptus capillosa (4) 
Cameron. RJ C2: Xanthorrhoeaceae I Xan1horrhoea p,eisii (1)0ryandra 
Wannamal Pro1eaceae<1.5m polycephala (2) 
numerous ctner seeoes 
236/90 Open Low Wandoo (with e5Li/eKr/xSI C 1: Eucalyplus 9m Eucalyplus wandoo (25) 
Smilh, Eric & Mallee unders1ory) C2: Eucalyplus 6m Eucalyp1us sp •A238 (3) 
Co C3: Pro1eaceael Oryand<a circioides (9). Xanlhormoea 
Kwobrup Xanthorrhoeaceae < 1.Sm p,eisii (2). Hakea erinacea (2) 
Petroohile 1rilida !2l 
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245/90 l.Dw Open Wheatben wanooo elr/a19Z r Cl: Eucalyplus Sm Eucalyptus cap . isa (5) 
Thompson, B & Wcxxtand C2: Acacia O.Sm Acacia acuminata ( < 1} 
B 
Ouairadina 
247/90 Open Wanooo Woodand e5Mr C1: Eucalyplus 13m Eucalyptus wandoo (4) 
Thompson, B & C2: Proteaceae 6m G,evillea panK:ulala ( < 1) 
B C3:Poaceae dried annual ground cover 
Ouairadina 
252/90 Mallet Woodland e54MKc-e5L r C 1: Eucalyptus (mallee) Eucalyptus astringens (23) 
Ganzer, Frank 15m 
&Co. C2: Eucalyptus 9m Eucalyptus wandoo (2) 
Waaln C3:Poaceae I crass around cover 
254/90 Wheatbeh Wandoo Open eMI C 1: Eucalyptus 12m Eucalyplus capillosa (4) 
Joyat,R Woo<land 
Moora 
255/90 Mallee/Casuarina Scrub eKr-c4Sr/xZi C 1: Eucalyptus/ Eualypeus bunacoppinensis (5, and 
Argyle (with Hakes etc.over AHocasuarlna <2m AUoc.asuariN acu1ivatv1S (2)tplus Hak•• 
Muntagln myT1aceous dwarf scrub) C2: Mynaceae 0.6m inYaginat.a (1).Lep1orneria s.p 187 (21) 
Thrvri1omene kochli (11 
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